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TopSky – ATM solutions
Everywhere it matters, we deliver

SAFER SKIES
Increase air traffic efficiency,
adapt essential new solutions

OPTIMISE CONTROLLER WORKLOADS
Provide integrated technology enabling
controllers to focus on their primary roles

CYBER SECURITY
Ensure data integrity protection
against cyber threats

LONG-TERM SUPPORT
Benefit from a complete
range of extended services
GREENER ATM
Optimise flight profiles with reduced
holding patterns, cutting carbon
emission and fuel consumption

Millions of critical decisions are made every day in aerospace. Thales is
at the heart of this. Our TopSky-ATM solutions are trusted by key ATM
professionals across 180 nations and our components, systems and services
are integral to the SESAR and NextGen programmes. With an impressive
two out of every three planes around the world landing and
taking oﬀ with the help of Thales, we give decision-makers
the information and control they need to make more
eﬀective responses in critical environments. Everywhere,
together with our customers, we are making a diﬀerence.
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Evolving ATM
T

he centre of gravity in
aviation is moving east.
Traﬃc in Asia has increased
rapidly and this is set to continue,
driven by the signiﬁcant
progressive rise in the middle class
in China, India and the rest of Asia.
For the aviation leadership of
Europe and North America, this is a
clear challenge. We in Europe need
to take action to ensure that we
continue to play an important role
and are not overtaken. This is
important for the travelling public,
our airlines, our airports, for our
equipment and aircraft
manufacturers and overall for our
Frank Brenner,
economy. It is about the 12 million
Director General,
jobs in aviation and prosperity in
EUROCONTROL
Europe.
despite our relatively small
European airspace and the 30,000
ﬂights per day, our delays are low: in other words, our
capacity performance is great. That is due to our excellent
cooperation with our military partners and we are still at
the leading edge of technical and operational
developments in many areas of ATM. however, we are not
competitive as regards our costs, mainly due to our
structures. Per hour, it is still much more expensive to ﬂy
through European airspace than through the airspace of
the us – which is the part of the world that is closest to us
in terms of complexity.
The main reason for this is very simple: fragmentation.
Every of our 41 European states has its own air navigation
service provider, each of which typically does almost
everything in parallel. This duplication of functions is
extremely expensive and the costs are passed on to the
airspace users. This is extremely negative for our airline
industry as the vast majority of their operations is in
Europe. looking at the performance ﬁgures, it becomes
apparent that the focus should be on reducing ATM
support costs; it is not necessary to do the same for the
number of front-line controllers.

ANsPs have always argued that it is a sovereign national
task they fulﬁl and that is why they have to do all the
activities themselves, in most cases in-house. That is, of
course, not true. To fulﬁl a sovereign task, cooperating with
others to jointly carry out the task or even using contracts
to be supported by others are all viable solutions. We need
to look at the need to reform the current ANsP set-up, as
nationally-focused service provision will not be able to
deliver the performance targets we want to see achieved.
There is a range of approaches for addressing service
provision, from pan-European level to regional approaches
to the existing common national service provision that
aﬀects only one country. The ﬁrst step is for each ANsP to
examine its business and to identify exactly what its core
business is – that part of its activities where it is uniquely
able to perform the role, perhaps for legal reasons
(although even in this case, the possibility of changing the
law might be considered). For all its other activities, how
can they best be carried out? Can we introduce market
forces and competition into what has always been seen as
a monopolistic industry? And looked at as a national
monopoly? Of course, we can create an internal market in
ANs service provision as was successfully done years ago
in the airline industry.
Options for ANsPs include continuing to operate the
activity in-house, contracting it out to a commercial
company, contracting it out to another ANsP or,
alternatively, joining up with other ANsPs in the creation of
joint ventures (perhaps, but not necessarily, in a FAb) and
then either operating the activity jointly or else using the
power of joint procurement to ﬁnd a better deal from
another provider. Of course, an ANsP which feels it is
particularly competent in a given area may choose to oﬀer
its services to other ANsPs and see whether it can
compete eﬀectively in price and quality.
Central, pan-European solutions will be appropriate in
some cases, particularly where interoperability or
synchronicity of implementation are crucial. A number of
such cases were identiﬁed in the Centralised services
programme and it may well be that others will emerge,
particularly as the sEsAR programme progresses.
I am convinced that the Centralised services
programme will not only directly help improve the
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operational and cost performance of European ATM
through obvious synergy eﬀects, but it will also act both as
an example and an encouragement for ANsPs to look at
new business models and to adopt a more ﬂexible
approach to delivering their activities in the future.
Of course, the concept of unbundling and focussing on
core activities has been around for a long time in the
private sector and there is plenty of experience and
expertise on which we can draw. Even within ATM, there
are several precedents. As a ﬁrst baby step, we see a
number of airport ATC operations having been put out to
tender (for example, in Germany, the uK, the us and spain)
but there are also several examples of other services that
have been operated centrally, under market conditions.
These include the European AIs database, EAd, provided
by a special purpose company under a competitive
environment on behalf of EuROCONTROl guaranteeing
the quality and contribution of this service to the Member
states. Centralised traﬃc ﬂow and capacity management
and the Network Manager’s role form another good
example of how a central function can be much more
eﬃcient than trying to use a more fragmented and
distributed approach.
unfortunately, the opinions on all these points are still
as diverse as can be, but to reform ATC we need a common
vision to create a European ATM market.
This was particularly evident in 2014 when a number of
network disruptions highlighted the need for a strong,
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“To reform ATC
we need a
common vision
to create a
European ATM
market.”

coordinating body. Indeed, the crisis
management role of the Network
Manager was very much in the
spotlight and it is one particular area
that I also see as a priority for 2015.
We need to recognise that dealing
with unexpected events is becoming
ever more important as traﬃc grows and the network
becomes more interconnected and interdependent.
Another area on which we need to focus is the
environment, which is very clearly on the political agenda.
As well as our natural desire to minimise aviation’s impact
on the environment, there is also a strong element of selfinterest. Environmental concerns are a major constraint for
airport development – which in turn has been identiﬁed as
a key bottleneck for the future of European aviation. here
we not only have to consider CO2 emissions but also the
environmental concerns near the airport, including noise.
EuROCONTROl is actively engaged in a range of
measures to help, including Free Route Airspace,
Continuous descent and Continuous Climb Operations,
Airport Collaborative decision Making, Airport
Collaborative Environmental Management and also
environmental modelling (IMPACT).
European aviation is now growing again (even if more
slowly than in Asia!) and we need to look ahead to see how
ATM can improve its performance and become more
competitive.
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KVM implemented in new control
centre project of DFS

KVM - navigator
for safe and
eﬃcient ATC
High responsibility meets leading edge
technology
When designing a new control center
(called P2) dFs deutsche Flugsicherung
Gmbh followed a complete new concept
whilst aiming for a new model of controller
working positions (CWPs) supporting a more
eﬃcient workﬂow and at the same time
ensuring a stable health management for all
involved systems. An elemental role for the
control center’s infrastructure is taken by the
KVM systems from Guntermann & drunck
Gmbh (G&d) as they ensure the needed
ﬂexibility and reliability for the deployed
technology.
Beneﬁt for air traﬃc controllers
The future control center of dFs will be
one of Europe’s biggest, most modern and
most important. several hundred controllers
and experts for ﬂight data will work there.
With their new, special approach dFs besides
the Air Traﬃc Controllers (ATCOs) also placed
some technical personnel directly within the
control room. This is to ensure highest
technical availability and quick emergency
responses although systems provide
automated redundancy via KVM already.
Therefore the technical personnel will be
placed even in a central position of the
control room, the technical “bridge”. Via KVM
the supervisors and administrators at the
bridge ensure that the technology is available
and working. Controllers can focus on
executing their responsible tasks without any

interruptions. The technicians
can maintain computer systems
running in the background –
either directly from the bridge
or in an external administration
room for greater evaluation
work without disturbing the work in the
operation center – or downstairs in the
technical area where computers are stored
physically. Together with the computers their
noise, heat and demand on space are
removed into a separate, dust protected and
acclimatized area.

Control workstations in new DFS
service room – all with a KVM
connection.

The technical plus of KVM
The team of KVM managers at dFs
conﬁdently equip their control centers with
KVM solutions from G&d. These systems
ensure that controllers and supervisors are
able to access diﬀerent, remote and
distributed computers while meeting precise
requirements regarding safety, redundancy,
eﬃciency, productivity and cooling.
“KVM from G&d runs in the background
without causing any issues. Anyone working
with it doesn’t even realize it’s there,” says
Mario Nourdin El hammouti, KVM manager at
dFs. “The high reliability as well as the many
small additional features that round up the
solution really make a diﬀerence. G&d don’t
just provide their users with theoretical
solutions, but develop their devices according
to the requirements of experts and users.”
http://www.gdsys.de
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EUROCONTROL News
EUROCONTROL and Dubai Air Navigation Services
sign landmark Cooperation Agreement

D

ubai Air Navigation services
(dANs), the Air Navigation
service Provider (ANsP) for dubai’s
two international airports and the
airspace of the Northern Emirates,
and EuROCONTROl, an
intergovernmental air traﬃc
management organisation made
up of 41 Member states from the
European region and the European
union, have signed a Cooperation
Agreement – the ﬁrst of its kind in
the Gulf Cooperation Council
(GCC) region.
The Cooperation Agreement
has been signed by the CEO of
dANs his Excellency Mohammed
Abdulla Ahli and the director
General of EuROCONTROl Mr
Frank brenner on 19 January 2015
during a seminar on wake
turbulence categorisation and
separation minima, called “RECATEu”, hosted by dANs. The event
was attended by various national
stakeholders from the aviation
industry, and witnessed
participation from International
organisations such as
EuROCONTROl and dsNA, the
French air navigation service
provider (ANsP).
dANs is the ﬁrst ANsP in the
GCC to sign a cooperation
agreement with EuROCONTROl.
The agreement will provide new
opportunities for mutual beneﬁt
and will also pave the way for
collaboration on research and
development, exchange of
information and provision of
support on speciﬁc activities
between both organisations across
various fronts. The deployment of
this agreement will also provide
dANs with a signiﬁcant edge
through access to unique market
intelligence, as well as the
opportunity to collaborate on
cutting-edge concepts.
The goal of the agreement is to
advance the research on the wake
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vortex concepts. Wake has a large
role to play in determining how
many aircraft can land at an airport
in a given time period.
dANs has been experimenting
how the wake spacing between
successive arrivals – the gap
between successive aircraft - can
be safely reduced. One of the wake
projects is called RECAT, which is
designed to re-categorise the
existing four wake turbulence
categories into six new wake
categories. dANs has been
running a campaign to capture
wake data for the last 18 months,
and now has the database of
approximately 160,000 tracks
showing wake vortexes behaviour
in the dubai environment.
EuROCONTROl has been
instrumental in the RECAT concept
research as part of the sEsAR
programme and has developed a
safety case which has
subsequently been endorsed by
the European Aviation safety
Agency.
The agreement will enable
further research on RECAT and the
sharing with dANs of the safety
case developed by
EuROCONTROl. The agreement
will also assist in delivering

solutions such as RECAT, which is
one of the potential solutions to be
utilised by dANs to accommodate
the escalating increase in capacity
at dubai International Airport, the
world’s top airport for international
passengers.
Frank brenner, director General
of EuROCONTROl, stated: “This
ground-breaking agreement
between EuROCONTROl and
dubai Air Navigation services will
allow us to jointly make an
important contribution to the
activities that are underway in the
International Civil Aviation
Organization (ICAO) to deﬁne
improved international wakebased separation minima bringing
safety and economic beneﬁts to
aircraft manufacturers, airlines and
airports such as dubai. We are very
pleased to begin working with our
colleagues in dubai Air Navigation
services, and this cooperation
agreement is supported by the 41
EuROCONTROl Member states”.
he added:”We believe it is an
excellent example of how the
diﬀerent regions of the world can
cooperate to drive forward a
common project of beneﬁt to all."
his Excellency Mohammed
Abdulla Ahli stated: “As a result of

the compelling vision set out by
his Royal highness sheikh
Mohamed bin Rashid Al Maktoum
for dubai, the aviation sector has
been experiencing exponential
growth and development across
various fronts. And in order to
continue moving towards further
success dubai Air Navigation
services has identiﬁed in its
operational strategy the
importance of increasing and
maximizing the scope of
cooperation with international
organisations. The deployment of
the cooperation agreement
between dANs and
EuROCONTROl marks an
important milestone in the history
of aviation, that will mutually
beneﬁt both organisations”.
he also added: “As a step in the
right direction, we will be
collaborating on the wake vortex
project which is of tremendous
importance to dubai considering
the massive air traﬃc increases it is
witnessing at both airports. dANs
invited all the national stakeholders
in the aviation sector to discuss the
opportunities of beneﬁting from
this project in the future, regarding
the increase of capacity in all the
uAE airports”.

WAYPOINTS

Estonia becomes
EUROCONTROL’s fortyﬁrst Member State

E

stonia oﬃcially became
EuROCONTROl’s 41st
Member state on 1 January
2015. With the accession of
Estonia, EuROCONTROl covers
all 28 European union states. This
event reinforces EuROCONTROl’s
status as being truly panEuropean. Even before
becoming a Member state,
Estonia actively participated in
the network and has contributed
to improving Europe’s ATM
performance. Over the last six
years ﬁfteen airspace design
improvement packages have
been implemented and two
more are planned.
“It is with genuine pleasure
that I welcome Estonia as our
41st Member state,” said Frank
brenner, director General of
EuROCONTROl. “Over the last

four years, Estonian air traﬃc
increased by 22%. Estonia
continues to rise to this
challenge with a very strong
performance and very few
delays. That is not only
appreciated by the airlines and
the passengers but also by
EuROCONTROl as the Network
Manager.”
during the accession
ceremony on 26 November 2014
at the brussels headquarters of
EuROCONTROl Mrs urve Palo,
the Minister of Economic Aﬀairs
and Infrastructure of Estonia,
said: “The accession of Estonia is
a logical consequence of the
good collaboration over the past
years. Thank you for taking us
into the family. We are looking
forward to working even closer
with you.”

European Parliament
Foreign Aﬀairs
Committee delegates
visit the Agency

I

n January 2015, the director
General welcomed 16
members of the Foreign Aﬀairs
Committee of the European
Parliament (AFET) to
EuROCONTROl’s premises. AFET
is a key player in the design and
implementation of the Eu's
foreign policy. They decide on the
way European funds are used to
promote the Eu's interests and
values abroad. They are involved
in international agreements
which deﬁne the Eu's role in the
wider world, in particular for
Association and Framework
Agreements into which the

union enters with its wide array
of global partners.
The visitors were briefed on
EuROCONTROl’s membership, its
vision and reach out to other
states through “comprehensive
agreements” to enlarge the area
of implementation of single
European sky procedures and
techniques. EuROCONTROl’s
contribution to European and
global ATM performance as well
as our civil-military dimension
were explained. The visit included
a tour of the Network Manager
Operations Centre - at the heart
of European ﬂow management.
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EUROCONTROL and
the Civil Aviation
University of China
sign benchmarking
agreement

F

rank brenner, director General of EuROCONTROl and Mr Jie
bai, Vice President of the Civil Aviation university of China
(CAuC) have signed a ground-breaking cooperation agreement
establishing a framework for mutual cooperation in the area of
aviation.
The agreement focuses on benchmarking between China and
Europe, cooperation in the development of test plans and data
processing plans to ensure the integrity of satellite signals and
cooperation on speciﬁc aviation-related topics of interest to both
organisations.
Air traﬃc in China is currently lower than in Europe
(approximately 45%), but it is growing at an enormous rate of 10 –
15% per year. Over the years, Europe has developed an advanced
methodology to measure and drive ongoing performance
improvements even in a very congested air transport system. The
cooperation between EuROCONTROl and CAuC in this area aims
to improve ATM performance in Europe, China, and ultimately
globally through ICAO, resulting in further improvements in safety,
punctuality, environmental eﬃciency and cost-eﬃciency.
The second key area of cooperation will be in the development
of test plans to ensure the integrity of satellite signals for aviation.
The objective here is to increase the integrity and interoperability of
satellite systems and thus have a positive impact on safety of the
global aviation industry.
“As air traﬃc grows across the globe, we need to keep our focus
ﬁrmly on improving the performance and the interoperability of
our air traﬃc management systems. Cooperation between China
and Europe in this regard is an obvious step. It will bring clear
beneﬁts to improve the air traﬃc management systems through an
increased understanding and knowledge of both partners,” said
Frank brenner.

From 1 January 2015
Adriaan Heerbaart
has become Director
Pan-European Single
Sky, in addition to
Director of the
Central Route
Charges Oﬃce, a
position he has held
since September
2007.
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Traﬃc data for 2014:
a modest increase
in ﬂight numbers

I

nstrument ﬂight rules (IFR) traﬃc in
the EUROCONTROL Statistical
Reference Area during 2014, as
measured by the EUROCONTROL Statistics
and Forecast Service (STATFOR), showed
an overall 1.7% rise over the 2013 total.
Low-cost airlines recorded the highest
rates of growth among aircraft operators –
increasing 6.6% over the twelve months –
while all-cargo ﬂights recorded an
increase of 0.9% over the same period and
business aviation ﬂights were down 0.5%.
Heathrow was the busiest European
airport in terms of ﬂights in 2014, pushing
Paris Charles de Gaulle and Frankfurt into
second and third position. Paris Charles de
Gaulle held the top rank for ten years.

Istanbul-Ataturk was the fastest
growing of the ten busiest European
airports, with aircraft numbers up 8.5%
over 2013.
The busiest city-pair, that is, the
busiest route by aircraft movements
between two European airports, was
route between Istanbul-Ataturk and
Izmir-Adnan Menderes.
Data received by CODA from
airlines describing delays from allcauses, shows that the Air Traﬃc
Flow Management delays
remained stable when compared
to 2013, contributing 1.2 minutes
to the average delay per ﬂight
of 9.7 minutes in 2014.

Total number of ﬂights in
Europe

1.7% increase on 2013
10 busiest airports in 2014
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% Growth on 2013
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10 Busiest airport pairs

3

2

Departure

4

7

Izmir-Adnan Menderes

21,737

2 Oslo-Gardermoen

Trondheim-Vaernes

18,893

5.9%

3 Madrid-Barajas

Barcelona-El Prat

18,482

-8.4%

4 Oslo-Gardermoen

Bergen-Flesland

17,497

0.9%

5 Paris-Orly

Toulouse-Blagnac

17,524

-5.4%

6 Istanbul-Ataturk

Antalya

17,394

2.5%

7 Oslo-Gardermoen

Stavanger-Sola

16,530

2.5%

8 Rome-Fiumicino

Milano-Linate

16,493

-8.8%

9 Istanbul-Ataturk

Ankara-Esenboga

16,344

3.5%

10 Munich

Berlin-Tegel

14,641

5.7%

9

8

Total movements % Growth on
2014
2013

Arrival

1 Istanbul-Ataturk

6

5

13

2.9%

10

3.7%
Other

3.4%

Allcargo

Share of
total ﬂights

5.0%
Charter

7.0%

Traﬃc share by market segment
Market segment

Average
daily ﬂights

Business
aviation

% Growth on
2013

Traditional scheduled 14,217.5

0.4%

Lowcost

7,081.2

6.6%

Business aviation

1,830.5

-0.5%

Charter

1,309.8

-6.0%

All-cargo

905.9

0.9%

Other

967.1

2.5%

54.0%
Traditional scheduled

26.9%
Lowcost

All causes of delays in 2014

ATFCM AIRPORT
ATFCM EN-ROUTE
ATFCM WEATHER
AIRLINE
GOVERNMENT
MISC.
OTHER AIRPORT
OTHER WEATHER
REACTIONARY

0.6
0.4
0.2
3.0
0.3
0.2
0.3
0.3
4.3

MINS
MINS
MINS
MINS
MINS
MINS
MINS
MINS
MINS

Forecast 2014 - 2020

Total ﬂights

+2.5
%
Average
per year

Based on 7-year
FC 2014 - 2020
updated in Sep. 2014

Source: EUROCONTROL CODA
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AIR TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT & AIRPORTS

LEADING
SOLUTIONS IN
AIR TRAFFIC
MANAGEMENT
AND AIRPORTS
Supplying ATM systems around the world for more than 90 years
More than 4,000 major ATM installations in over 160 countries
Active contribution to Single European Sky
Customer oriented project management
Smart IT systems for CDM Airport operations
New generation of Airport Management & Control for Land side and Air side
Total commitment to ATM & Airport customers, dedicated to overcoming
business and traffic challenges with a focus on environmental sustainability
Systems in all continents, 42,000 professionals, 40 nationalities,
€550M invested in R&D over 3 years.

indracompany.com
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The Network Manager’s
pivotal role ﬁrst became
apparent when the
Eyjaallajökull volcano
erupted in 2010. The resulting
ash cloud closed European
airspace for six days, aﬀected
10 million people and cost
the industry an estimated
USD1.7 billion.

Managing the
network in new ways
The best way to minimise disruption and improve the long-term performance of Europe’s air
traﬃc management system is to build relationships and share data.

T

he shooting down of Malaysian
Airlines MH17 over Ukraine in
July 2014, killing all 298 people
on board, has prompted a fresh look at
the safety of European airspace.
EUROCONTROL has taken a lead role
in making sure such an event does not
happen again, and supports initiatives
by other international agencies to
improve the way information is
collected and disseminated within the
aviation industry.
More than 26,000 ﬂights criss-cross
Europe’s skies on an average day. Most
are either ascending or descending,
with a disproportionate number

converging on major cities like
London, Paris, Frankfurt, Amsterdam,
and Milan. Yet the region amassed the
lowest en-route ﬂight delays on
record in 2013, and air traﬃc controlrelated safety incidents were the
lowest for 11 years.
“One of the major issues with
MH17 is the current practice of nonsharing of information and risk
assessments,” says Joe Sultana,
Director Network Manager. “States
under ICAO rule publish which
airspace is open and which is not, but
you don’t know the background, the
risk assessments that lead to that

conclusion. Our proposal is to ask
states to share their risk assessments
in the ﬁrst place for their own airspace
with other states. Our task is to collect
this information and present it in a
way that is easily understandable.
From a Network Manager perspective,
we have made signiﬁcant steps to
gather this information and make it
available.”
The Network Manager has come a
long way since the European
Commission appointed
EUROCONTROL to the role in 2011. It
continues to coordinate ﬂights from
its Operations Centre in Brussels
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(previously known as the Central Flow
Management Unit), but also delivers
route planning up to three years in
advance, and monitors the
performance of the network as a
whole. This has resulted in a far wider
remit that now spans route eﬃciency,
joint strategy decisions with states,
forecasting and analysing network
performance, and managing network
challenges such as major events,
weather and crises.
The Network Manager’s pivotal role
ﬁrst became apparent when the
Eyjaallajökull volcano erupted in
2010. The resulting ash cloud closed
European airspace for six days,

aﬀected 10 million people and cost
the industry an estimated USD1.7
billion. “There was a need for advice
and leadership. When everyone
started to take decisions, it became
clear that these decisions needed to
be coordinated,” explains Sultana. “The
gap was too big between national
decisions and coordinated action.”
Sultana now chairs the European
Aviation Crisis Coordination Cell
(EACCC) set up within the European
Commission framework in the
aftermath of the ash crisis. In addition
to the Network Manager and the
European Commission, the cell
includes a single representative from
each stakeholder, including the
airlines, airports, air navigation service
providers (ANSPs), military, European
Aviation Safety Agency (EASA), state
holding the EU presidency and may
be enhanced with focal points from
states, plus experts from any relevant
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ﬁelds of expertise such as volcanic ash
advisory centres or railways national
authorities. In the event of a crisis, it
shares information and links national
contingency plans with those
established at network level.
EACCC was fully activated to
coordinate management of response
to the crisis created by the shooting of
the MH17. Moreover, the crisis cell
helped disseminate information very
rapidly when the Bardarbunga
volcano erupted in August/September
2014, enabling airlines to continue
ﬂying, conﬁdent they had access to
the latest information and advice.
EACCC convened several times in the
second half of 2014 to
discuss the Ebola
outbreak and aviation
support to the health
authorities that are in
lead of this event. The
Network Manager has
begun developing a
network crisis
management risk
register to help
identify incidents that
trigger an alert.
“There is work to
do between the crises,”
says Sultana. “A crisis
never comes
according to plan.
However, rather than
learning as we did in the ash crisis, we
now have done a lot of preparation
and we are ready to react based upon
what actually happens.” An exercise
with a simulated nuclear incident
brought a number of stakeholders
together in November 2014 during
two days of intense operations to
gauge the likely impact of such an
event. “We learnt a lot about what
might happen, the risks and what we
need in order to make informed
choices.”
The Network Manager has also put
in place internal arrangements that
support the EACCC. This includes
carefully planned network disruption
management procedures, as well as
several operational tools used in dayto-day operations. These were tested
to the limit in June 2014, when a strike
by French air traﬃc controllers
reduced capacity in the upper
airspace by 50% for two days, leading

to the cancellation of 5,000 ﬂights. The
Network Manager was at its highest
level of operational mobilisation in
dealing with the disruption which
caused unprecedented levels of delay.
The 216,358 minutes delay clocked up
on the ﬁrst day increased to 325,049
on the second day – the equivalent of
57 minutes and 78 minutes per ﬂight.
While thousands of passengers
were stranded at airports, every ounce
of spare network capacity was
brought into use to reduce the impact
of the industrial action. The Network
Manager sent out several hundred rerouteing proposals, of which over half
were accepted. Oceanic routes were
brought into the network to expand
capacity to the west of France,
relieving ﬂights between Ireland,
Spain, Portugal, and the Canaries.
Neighbouring states like Algeria and
Tunisia accepted additional ﬂights, as
did adjacent control centres at
Maastricht and Langen, which
increased staﬃng levels to manage
the rise in demand. The military liaison
oﬃcers who help to manage the
ﬂexible use of airspace worked with
their respective organisations to
reduce military activity in France,
Belgium and Germany throughout the
strike period.
The Network Manager Operations
Centre held regular teleconferences
with airlines and ANSPs to provide
information about opportunities as
they arose. The Centre also
coordinated departures from Europe’s
main hub airports and applied air
traﬃc ﬂow and capacity measures to
balance supply and demand. The
extent of the liaison activity, the
coordination and communications,
illustrate just how far the network
mind-set has evolved. Sultana said the
situation would have been much
worse had it not been for the spirit of
collaboration by partners and
colleagues, as all ATFM regulations
applied at D-1 were expected to cause
up to 1,989,910 minutes of delay for
both days.
A tool central to Network Manager
Operations is the Network Operations
Portal. This presents a common view of
the European ATM network situation,
accessed through public and protected
windows, to show the real-time status
of air traﬃc, airspace, traﬃc ﬂow and
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any regulations in place. In addition to
tracking current ﬂights, it displays the
Route Availability Document (RAD)
which enables aircraft operators to
undertake ﬂight planning with full
knowledge of the air traﬃc ﬂow and
capacity management (ATFCM)
situation. The Portal is available to any
registered user via any web browser,
and includes interactive links to econference facilities, e-helpdesk and
operations documentation. It can show
speciﬁc airspace or airport capacity,
and features real-time news feeds
detailing the very latest airspace
closures, disruptions and unplanned
events.
The Portal is derived from the
Network Operations Plan, a detailed
review put together by the Network
Manager and Member States, of the
capacity available across European
airspace. The Plan also assesses airport
capacity and compares forecast traﬃc
demand with forecast capacity in
every part of the system. This outlook
not only feeds the Portal, but is used
to measure system eﬀectiveness in the
context of the performance targets set
by the Performance Review Board for
the Single European Sky (SES). For
example, the qualitative and
quantitative assessment of
performance at network and local
level enables the Network Manager to
identify potential bottlenecks in the
system and apply appropriate
mitigations, manage events like the
Olympics and phase in new systems.
Adding to the eﬀectiveness of the
Plan, the European ATM network
comprises all EUROCONTROL’s 41
Member States which include the
European Union’s 28, as well as others
which have bilateral agreements with
the Network Manager. The Operations
Centre also collects information from
countries adjacent to Europe; for
example, if a state identiﬁes a risk
ﬂying over a certain area, this is made
available to everyone else on the NM
Network Operations Portal. The
Network Manager has no authority to
open or close airspace – a decision
that rests with a sovereign state – but
nonetheless is able to advise on a
stakeholder’s position if it has speciﬁc
relevant information.
Another tool introduced by the
Network Manager is the European

Crisis Visualisation Interactive Tool for
ATFCM (EVITA). EVITA was created to
monitor ash concentration levels, but
is equally applicable to other crises
such as nuclear contamination or
security risks. It displays the
coordinates of danger areas, as
declared by states via Notices to
Airmen (NOTAMs), on the Network
Operations Portal. This enables users
to identify the sectors and ﬂights
impacted and to take appropriate
action. The Network Manager also
relays tactical weather information, in
particular disruptive weather such as
snowfall and high winds. The
SNOWTAM application overlays
information about snow and ice by
providing the contamination status of
major airports in Europe. Making
weather information more available
reduces the risk of disruption as
aircraft operators take decisions ahead
of the predicted weather issue.
In addition to day-to-day
operations, the Network Manager is
also looking to optimise the aviation
network’s long-term performance.
“The biggest concept we want to
apply in the next ﬁve years is Free
Route Airspace,” explains Sultana.
“Above ﬂight level 310 [31,000 ft],
aircraft will be free to ﬂy from one
point to another. We’ve taken this on
board as a network strategic project.”
Of the 64 area control centres in
Europe, only six area control centres
had implemented Free Route Airspace
by the end of 2013, and 20 had
partially introduced the concept by
supporting direct ﬂights during the
night or at weekends. Nevertheless,
the Performance Review Report noted
‘clear beneﬁts’ in horizontal en-route
ﬂight eﬃciency as a result.
Free Route Airspace is one of
several Network Manager targets. “We
were part of the team which identiﬁed
what is ready to be implemented from
SESAR [Europe’s Single European Sky
Research and Development ATM
modernisation programme]. There are
six ATM functionalities. A number are
network improvements: for example,
cooperative traﬃc management;
advanced ﬂexible use of airspace,
system wide information
management (SWIM) and data
communications.” Some of the new
tools and procedures, termed
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‘enablers’, need to be applied on a
pan-European area, and depend on
input from the Network Manager. “The
systems need to be able to
communicate, so the new technology
for communication between the
network, the airspace users and the
individual ANSPs needs to be
implemented,” explains Sultana.
“Airlines ﬂy a level, they don’t ﬂy a
country. Airspace users expect us to
be the network voice.”
The Network Manager is ready to
cooperate closely with the
Deployment Manager; the Network
Manager can bring its own experience
of deployment to the process. All new
infrastructure installed
across Europe is planned
months in advance to
minimise the risk of service
disruption. The transition
plan includes training and
contingency measures to
ensure the smooth
integration of any new
systems or procedures. “We
know the network, and we
have a responsibility for
network performance so
“A crisis never comes
our view of what needs to
be deployed, and where, is
according to plan.
important,” adds Sultana.
However, rather than
The task ahead is to put
learning as we did in the
this experience to good use
in the deployment phase of
ash crisis, we now have
SESAR. The European
done a lot of
Commission wants the new
preparation and we are
systems and procedures to
go into operation over the
ready to react based
next ﬁve years. “Before we
upon what actually
start planning deployment
happens.”
we need however to know
at which level (be it at a
Joe Sultana,
local/national level, or at a
Director
regional level or at a panNetwork Manager
European central level) we
should best implement and
operate the new ATM
technologies. We work hard on this
and have identiﬁed a number of
services that should be best operated
at a central pan-European level for
cost and safety reasons.”
The Network Manager needs to be
ready to adapt to the new
environment in order to continue to
support the development and
implementation of a pan-European
Single Sky.
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The challenges and
promise of
implementing
centralised services
New links are being forged to unite all European ATM stakeholders in a bold collaborative
venture to provide essential services for the beneﬁt of all airspace users – but there are still
plenty of challenges being worked on.

I

t is probably one of the most
diﬃcult tasks that EUROCONTROL
has ever faced. Implementing key
Single European Sky ATM Research
(SESAR) projects on a central panEuropean basis, rather than
nationally or regionally, may
seem a common-sense idea
but as anyone who has
been involved in the
process will conﬁrm the
institutional challenges are
immense, the ﬁnancial and
technical issues complex
and there are still
uncertainties to be resolved
over the regulatory regime.
But it is a challenge to
“I think the centralised
which EUROCONTROL,
through its experience as,
service concept is an
inter alia, Network Manager
excellent way to speed
and successful provider of
up implementation”
the European AIS Database
(EAD) centralised services
Herman Baret,
for more than 10 years, is in
CS Programme Manager,
a unique position to meet.
EUROCONTROL
By the end of 2016 the
ﬁrst centralised service (CS)
is due to come into operation. When
all centralised services will have been
implemented, net savings of up to
€1.6 billion over 10 years in ATM costs
should be possible, as overlapping
investments on a fragmented national
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basis are dramatically reduced.
Through a single implementation
programme, performance – especially
safety performance – will be
enhanced, interoperability improved
and airspace users and Europe’s air
navigation service providers will
beneﬁt from the implementation of
some of the world’s most advanced
ATM technologies.
Following the proposal from
ANSPs in 2013, the nine centralised
services were broken down to 18 in
order to be oﬀered for tender (see
table on page 21). They vary
considerably in complexity and size;
so of the 18 centralised services four
of the most complex (CS2, CS3, CS9.1
and CS9.2) are subject to detailed
feasibility studies. Given the
complexities involved in CS8
EUROCONTROL’s Director General
Frank Brenner has also said that a
feasibility study will be conducted for
this service, too.
Following the Member States’
decision in Spring 2014 “Calls for
interest on the 14 centralised services
not subject to feasibility studies were
opened in March 2014 and close to
400 expressions of interest in
tendering for the work had been
received by the 8 August deadline,”
said Herman Baret, CS Programme

Manager at the Agency. “These have
come from a wide range of ATM
systems manufacturers, ANSPs, IT
industry and communications service
providers.”
EUROCONTROL has been
constantly evolving the process to
ensure that the tendering process is
open to the widest possible number of
stakeholders and the beneﬁts of
centralisation are clear and realistic.
Following the EUROCONTROL internal
cost-beneﬁt analysis (CBA) calculation,
an independent assessment by the
Management consultant Roland
Berger was asked for: they concluded
that the CBA of each individual service
will generate savings and eﬃciency
improvements, thereby conﬁrming the
Agency’s assessment as conservative.
The Agency will report to its managing
Body after the demonstrators have
been developed by the contractors on
the required level of performance
improvements and the volume of cost
reductions for all parties involved.
“For example, with CS1, if we
have a contract mid-2015 before the
service becomes fully operational, to
demonstrate whether the software
works, with that we will go to the
Provisional Council and show them
exactly what the benefits will be,”
said Herman Baret.
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The CS programme has to be
carefully coordinated with other
European-wide ATM programmes
and the individual investments of air
navigation service providers (ANSPs).
The timing and subject matter of
each service has had to be aligned
with the European Commission
Interim Deployment Programme
(IDP) and the Pilot Common Projects
(PCP). In June 2014 the Commission
issued Implementing Regulation
(EU) No 716/2014 on the
establishment of the Pilot Common
Project supporting the
implementation of the European Air
Traffic Management Master Plan. This
highlighted six core ATM
functionalities for mandatory
implementation: Extended Arrival
Management and Performance
Based Navigation in the High
Density Terminal Manoeuvring Areas;
Airport Integration and Throughput;
Flexible Airspace Management and
Free Route; Network Collaborative
Management; Initial System Wide
Information Management; and Initial
Trajectory Information Sharing.
The programme will also need to be
aligned to individual ANSP investment
plans so that they can deploy systems
modiﬁcations and procedures to

connect to the diﬀerent central
services; the individual CS
demonstrators, the
bulk of which will be developed
between 2014 and 2017 will help with
this process.
There will have to be further
institutional evolutions, so the
Deployment Manager – whose role it is
to deploy the PCP – the oversight and
certiﬁcation roles of the European
Aviation Safety Agency (EASA) and the
Network Manager’s own remit will have
to be re-deﬁned to ensure the
centralised services can be
implemented and operated as
eﬃciently and transparently as possible.
EUROCONTROL is responsible for
the management of the feasibility
studies and the demonstrators but,
for the governance of the operational
phase, a new pan-European approach
will be needed, potentially through the
extension of the Network Manager
mandate. EASA and the national
authorities are expected
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to be the CS oversight and
certiﬁcation authority.
There will also have to be alignment
with the SESAR 2020 programme
(Industrial Research and Large Scale
Demonstrations), where work will
continue on advanced ATM concepts,
even as the ﬁrst SESAR concepts are
being deployed. And there have been
other institutional issues which have
been taken into account.
“We have received requirements
for each CS from the military
community which we have put into
the respective CS calls for tender and
we have prepared a document
explaining how we satisfy the military
requirements,” said Herman Baret.
One of the main challenges will be
to manage the expectations of
stakeholders with very diﬀerent views
about the speed of implementation
and, for ANSPs in particular, the
impact of the process on their own
business plans.
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“The big challenge is to get all the
stakeholders to work together,” said
Herman Baret. “I think we have a good
experience in EUROCONTROL with the
Network Manager because we have
contact with many players, so we are
well positioned to do this.”
“As fully supported by our Member
States we are reaching out to ANSPs
for cooperation in the feasibility
studies,” said Frank Brenner at the May
2014 Provisional Council. “The Chief
Executive Oﬃcers of the
EUROCONTROL Member States ANSPs
have received each a letter inviting
their organisation to actively
contribute to the feasibility studies by
answering questionnaires which will
help us in further reﬁning the CBAs.”
“Things generally do not move fast
in ATM,” said Herman Baret. “I think the
centralised service concept is an
excellent way to speed up
implementation; if you do things in a
centralised way it usually goes faster
than if you do it in a dispersed manner.
There always tends to be a divergence
of opinion between large, medium
and small ANSPs on implementing
common programmes, which does
not help the cost-beneﬁt analysis If
you go centralised you resolve that
kind of issue.”
Once the tenders have been
received it will be up to
EUROCONTROL to choose the industry
team, oﬀering the “best value for
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money”, in accordance with predeﬁned criteria published as part of
the calls for tender. A call for tender is
composed of a Functional Technical
Speciﬁcation (FTS), which explains the
service EUROCONTROL wants
delivered and a statement of work
(SOW) detailing how the service has to
be set up; safety, quality, security and
other project management related
topics are part of the SOW. A Service
Level Agreement (SLA) determines
how the service will be operated after
it has been set up. In addition to the
draft terms and conditions and a
transparent explanation of the
procurement process there is also an
architecture document, technical set
of rules and guidance material to
ensure that all the tiers ﬁt into the NM
operation and is sustainable.
“The launch of the operation of the
services can only be done after the
Provisional Council’s authorisation to
proceed and they will need to hear
from us the results of the
demonstrators, including the
performance of the operation and the
ﬁnal CBA.”
The Agency has taken the role of
developing and overseeing the CS
without increasing its resource levels
and there is a great deal of work to be
done before the CS can be deployed –
not all of it by EUROCONTROL.
Herman Baret believes a critical
ingredient for success will be a

mandate from the Commission to
ensure all stakeholders cooperate in
the process by providing and using
the data related to the CS. The
airspace users continue to come back
and challenge the European
Commission on progress made on the
legislation to avoid that we continue
on a fragmented national level.
“Each CS needs data providers and
data users. So we need a new
implementing rule or an adaptation of
the existing Network Manager
implementing rule to make it work.
But even that may not be enough. As
the recent EASA data-link report has
shown an implementing rule alone is
not suﬃcient to get the job done; a
centralised project management and
a centralised design authority is what
has been missing and that’s exactly
what we are trying to resolve with
centralised services.”
With the ﬁrst centralised service
due to be implemented in mid-2016
time is short. “Our wish is to have this
implementing rule going in as we
deploy,” said Herman Baret. “We also
need to discuss the conditions of the
oversight and of the certiﬁcation,
because we want the technical ﬁles
required by the pan-European and
national civil and military competent
authorities to be ready in due time, so
that start of operations is not delayed.”
The creation of centralised services
is a key contributor for the Member
States’ meeting the European
Commission’s targets of ATM
performance improvement.
EUROCONTROL – impartial, not-forproﬁt, with established links to all
regulatory and operational ATM units
throughout the continent – has
plenty of experience in this area, from
managing on behalf of its now 41
Member States the Central Route
Charges Oﬃce (CRCO) founded in
1971, the Central Flow Management
Unit (CFMU) created in 1996 (now the
Network Manager), the ATM
Surveillance Tracker and Server
(ARTAS) and the European AIS
Database (EAD) which began
operations in 2001. In the next few
months the Agency will be
redoubling its eﬀorts to bring all
stakeholders together to produce
another performance-enhancing
European ATM collaborative venture.
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The Centralised Services

CS1: Flight Plan and
Airport Slot Consistency
Service (FAS)

CS2: 4D Trajectory Flight
Proﬁle Calculation for
Planning Purposes
Service (4DPP)

CS3: European Tracker
Service (ETKR)

CS4: Advanced Flexible
Use of Airspace Support
Service (AFUAS)

CS5: European ATM
Information
Management
Service (EAIMS)

CS6-1: Management of
Common Network
Resources Service/
Transponder Code
Function (CNR/TCF)

CS6-2: Management of
Common Network
Resources
Service/Mode S
Interrogator Code
Allocation (CNR/MICA)

CS6-3: Management
of Common Network
Resources
Service/Radio
Frequency Function
(CNR/RFF)

CS6-4: Management
of Common Network
Resources
Service/European
Messaging Directory
Service (CNR/EMDS)

CS6-5: Management
of Common Network
Resources
Service/European IPS
Repository (CNR/EIPR)

CS6-6: Management of
Common Network
Resources Service/
Security Certiﬁcate
Service (CNR/SCS)

CS6-7: Management
of Common Network
Resources Service/
Operation and
Coordination of
Network Security
(CNR/OCNS)

CS7-1: Network
Infrastructure Performance
monitoring and analysis
Service/Performance
Monitoring of Data-link
Communication,
Surveillance Avionics, TCAS
and RVSM; the Detection
of Local Interference with
Navigation Satellite
Infrastructure using ADS-B
Data (NIPS/CNS-PERF)

CS7-2: Network
Infrastructure
Performance Monitoring
and Analysis
Service/Performance of
1030/1090 RF bands
(NIPS/SUR-RF)

CS7-3: Network
Infrastructure
Performance
Monitoring and
Analysis Service/
Monitoring and
Prediction of Satellite
Navigation (NIPS/SATNAV)

CS8: Pan-European
Network Service
(PENS)

CS9-1: Data
Communications
Services/Telecommunication Infrastructure
(DCS/TELE-INFRA)

CS9-2: Data
Communications
Services/CPDLC, CM,
ADS-C SERVER
(DCS/CCA-SERVER)
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How CS1 ﬁts
with SESAR
and SES

CS1: Helping to
ATM speak the

CS1 also ties in with other strategic European Union
airport capacity enhancing programmes. By ensuring
more predictable traﬃc demand it will augment the
following Single European Sky ATM Research (SESAR)
work packages:

• Short-term Air Traﬃc Flow and Capacity Management
(ATFCM) measures (WP1.2 “STAM Phase 1”)

• Flexible Use of Airspace (WP2.1 “Rolling ASM (Airspace
management)/ATFCM processes))”

• Airport Collaborative Decision Making (CDM -WP3
“Airport CDM”).
CS1 is also related to the Pilot Common Project ATM
Functionality AF#4 ‘Network & Collaborative
Management’. The dependency limited to pre-ﬂight
phase including more from calculated take oﬀ time
(CTOT) to target time of arrival (TTA). The nature of the
interdependencies is related to the following ATM
Master Plan Aggregated ATM Technology Changes for
Step 1:

• Airspace Management Systems AMAN, (arrival
manager)/ SMAN (surface movement
manager)/DMAN (departure manager) integration

• Enhanced ﬂight data process system
• Enhanced demand/capacity balancing (DCB)
• Flight planning and demand data
• Airport collaborative decision making (CDM)/the
airport operations plan (AOP).
CS1 is also related to the following Single European
Sky (SES) Implementation Objectives:

• AOM19 “Advanced Airspace Management ”
• AOP05 “Airport Collaborative Decision Making”
• FCM01 “Enhanced tactical ﬂow management services”
• FCM03 “Collaborative ﬂight Planning”
• FCM04 “STAM Phase 1”
• FCM05 “Rolling NOP”.
Skyway Spring 2015 www.eurocontrol.int

A lack of airport capacity is one of the challenges facing
Europe aviation transport planners so it is highly appropriate
that one of the ﬁrst Centralised Services (CS) contracts to be
awarded is for CS1, the Flight Plan and Airport Slot
Consistency Service (FAS).

A

t an airport where the
demand for slots exceeds
capacity, airport slots – which
are speciﬁc time periods for an aircraft
to land or take oﬀ – are allocated by a
Slot Coordinator. According to the
International Air Transport Association
(IATA) there are 98 airports in Europe
deﬁned as ‘coordinated’. There is no
current pan-European process of
matching airport slots against the
ﬂight plans ﬁled by airlines. The
Network Manager does not know if a
ﬂight plan issued by an aircraft
operator requires an airport slot or not.
“The CS1 Flight Plan and Airport
Slot Consistency Service will better
exploit the available capacities at our
European airports to ensure that
aircraft operators have an airport slot
and thereby increasing the
predictability of all ﬂights departing or
arriving at a coordinated airport,” said
Andy Woollin, Flight Planning Domain
Manager, and CS1 Project Manager at
the Agency. “An increased level of
predictability of traﬃc in the air and on
the ground will prevent over-demand
and reduce delays. It will also help
reduce noise and fuel burn on the
ground created by aircraft waiting for a
stand to become free, or aircraft
waiting on the apron or taxiway for
departure with engines running. It will

make better use of scarce airport
capacity. “
EUROCONTROL developed an
operations concept for the FAS,
together with stakeholders.

Scan here to view the Concept of
Operations
There are other good reasons why
CS1 has been chosen to pioneer the
centralised service concept. There are
technical challenges to developing the
service but they are known and
understood; some technical solutions
are available but they need to be
centralised and rolled-out across the
continent. EUROCONTROL has oﬀered
this service in the past for speciﬁc
cases, for example, for general and
business aviation at a limited number
of airports and special events – such as
a major football championship – but
the service oﬀered covered just a
smaller area and smaller numbers of
ﬂights.
“We analysed where the main
technical problem lies.” said Andy
Woollin. “Aviation is split into two main
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make airports and
same language
Flight Scheduling

CS1

Flight Operations

Airport Operations

Slot Coordination
EUROCONTROL
Network Manager

areas or formats: air traﬃc control and
associated processes work on ICAO
(International Civil Aviation
Organization) format information while
airlines and airports work to IATA
(International Air Transport
Association) formats. The biggest
challenge with CS1 is to correlate
those two formats because what CS1 is
trying to deliver is a highly automated
process with the least possible manual
intervention.”
Although it is too early to deﬁne
exactly how the technology hurdle will
be met, the availability of business-tobusiness web services to exchange
data between the actors involved
could provide the essential technical
enabler. The contractor consortium to
be selected by EUROCONTROL at the
end of the call for tender phase (CFT) is
tasked with building a ﬂight plan and
airport slot consistency system
external to EUROCONTROL’s Network
Management (NM) systems – though
closely linked with them – and
automatically matches the ﬂight plans
with airport slots.
The demonstrator part of the
service – due to be developed by mid2016 – is also fairly simple: to take a

single airport, look at the slots that
have been allocated and compare
them against the ﬁled ﬂight plans.
When a ﬂight plan is identiﬁed as
having no associated airport slot a
warning will be sent to the originator
of the ﬂight plan.
“CS1 doesn’t ask anyone to do
anything that diﬀerently,” said Andy
Woollin. “Airport slot coordinators will
issue slots based on the available
capacity they have and airlines will ﬁle
ﬂight plans as they do today. The main
beneﬁts will be to increase the use of
the available capacity. Some airports
currently under-declare capacity
because they are concerned that
aircraft they are not expecting may
suddenly appear and will need to be
accommodated. And the majority of
major airlines are very happy with CS1
because they don’t need to change
what they are doing today - CS1 can
only provide positive results for them
as it will stop aircraft operators using
airports unless they have been
allocated slots. What EUROCONTROL
will provide for all coordinated airports
in our 41 Member States is currently
being operated for a few countries and
has proven to be very eﬃcient. So we

already have a proof of the concept
itself.”
CS1 will also provide postoperational data and statistics on
matching ﬂight plans and airport slot
performance. “This analysis will help all
airports and slot coordinators although
by then the operation has
already been negatively
impacted,” said Andy
Woollin. So the ﬁrst goal is
to inform the operator and
airport slot coordinator if a
ﬂight without slot is
detected through a warning
message in order to see
what is going on in the real
time.
The 2013 Challenges of
Growth study from
EUROCONTROL noted that
“An increased level of
as a result of airports scaling
predictability of traﬃc in
back capacity-enhancing
the air and on the
programmes - as a result of
the ﬁnancial crisis in Europe
ground will prevent
– predicted traﬃc growth
over-demand and
will result in “... around 1.9
reduce delays.”
million ﬂights (accounting
for 12% of the demand) will
Andy Woollin,
not be accommodated in
Flight Planning Domain
2035”. This is an alarming
Manager, and CS1 Project
ﬁgure and capacity planners Manager, EUROCONTROL
will need to do their utmost
to reduce the negative
impact of this on the European
economy by exploiting the capacity to
the maximum maximum.
CS1 will be an important step into
integrating airports within the wide air
traﬃc management network and
balancing demand with scarce
capacity.
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CS4: Paving the way for
further civil-military
airspace
collaboration
One of the ﬁrst centralised services due to be implemented will provide functionalities which
military and civil aircraft operators can securely use to share information on the planning and
status of the airspace reservations.

E

ach centralised service has its
own unique technical and
institutional challenges. CS4 –
Advanced Flexible Use of Airspace
Support Service (AFUAS) – has been
designed so both military and civil
airspace planners can share airspace
availability data. It should mean
military aircraft operators can carry
out their missions more eﬀectively
and civil aircraft operators can ﬂy the
shortest possible routes.
But civil-military collaborative
ventures always require building a
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high level of trust between all
partners so that only the appropriate
level of information can be shared.
And that means developing an
information-sharing tool which
military aircraft operators will feel
conﬁdent with and which can provide
clear beneﬁts without compromising
national sovereignty or security
protocols.
EUROCONTROL ﬁrst developed the
ﬂexible use of airspace (FUA) concept
back in 1986, according to
EUROCONTROL Director General

Frank Brenner, speaking at an AFUAS
workshop in June 2013. “The FUA
concept allowed us to move away
from static airspace that is purely used
by military or civil aircraft operators
exclusively and, instead, to adapt
airspace design to the individual
needs of the diﬀerent user groups.”
This EUROCONTROL concept has
been very successful. It has been
picked up by ICAO and is the basis of
the current Single European Sky
Regulation. But FUA is still very static
compared to SESAR outputs in this
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respect. So EUROCONTROL has
developed with stakeholder
participation an operations concept
for AFUAS.
Following the call for interest
phase in Spring 2014, EUROCONTROL
launched for CS4 a call for tender in
November 2014 to develop and
operate a central database with
military booking data for the provision
of civil-military collaborative airspace
management (ASM) decision-making
processes. The aim is to have AFUAS
operational by the middle of 2017.
The service should open the way for
cross-border training by military
aircraft operators in Europe (Skyway
Winter 2013) as it will be able to keep
track of the status of military airspace
areas. Larger, more ﬂexibly organised
airspace areas – to reﬂect closely the
type of training required – could
become available for military aircraft
operators. Civil aircraft operators will
be able to ﬂy shorter routes with
optimised 4D ﬂight proﬁles and make
use of areas which can become
available through better planning of
the trajectory. ASM data visibility and
performance feedback will be
improved.
For Europe’s ATM network to work
at its optimal level it is becoming clear
that information-sharing between the
Network Manager (NM) and national
Airspace Management Cells (AMCs)
will need to improve. CS4 will enable
a user-friendly and more performant
collection and sharing of all the

national ASM data between all
concerned ASM partners, so the
status at network level can be shared
automatically between adjacent
AMCs, functional airspace block
members and other ASM partners,
improving collaborative decisionmaking between AMCs and the
Network Manager, making the NM
impact assessment more eﬃcient.
“All this builds on the availability of
more updated data with a higher
granularity and precision, also to allow
better airspace management

“In such a centralised service it is
very important to have the military
partners on board because they are
a pre-requisite as a data provider.”
Patrick Delmouzée,
Head of ATM Unit, Civil-Military
ATM Coordination Division and
CS4 Project Manager
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performance,” said Frank Brenner. CS4
will be developed by the to-becontracted consortium as the heart
of the European ASM data exchange.
CS4 will connect to
regional/local/national tools either
provided by EUROCONTROL such as
LARA (local and sub-regional
airspace) or developed on a
national/regional level such as the

service, and we have had a large
military representation in the
introductory workshops on the
subject.
The main concerns have been
about security. So we have
collaborated intensively with military
representatives from organisations
like NATO, for example, who have
looked at how the concept might
work and they have
considered the issues very
thoroughly. The key point
is that by deploying the
system there will be no
change to national
responsibilities. Mission
planning will always be a
national issue.”
“The general principle
is that we share
information centrally but
access to the service is on
a need-to-know basis. The
© Euroﬁghter
service will not allow the
German Stanly-ACOS system. This is
dissemination of information to the
technologically possible: the
whole world. This is the essence of the
technology has been showcased in
approach.”
SESAR; it partially exists on a national
EUROCONTROL’s role in
basis but is not used on a pandeveloping and then supporting the
European or harmonised basis.”
implementation of FUA – along with
“In such a centralised service it is
decades of working with military
very important to have the military
colleagues in other areas – has been a
partners on board because they are a
vital factor in moving civil-military
pre-requisite as a data provider,” said
cooperative programmes such as
Patrick Delmouzée, Head of ATM Unit,
AFUA towards the operational phase.
Civil-Military ATM Coordination
For example the Agency has
Division and CS4 Project Manager. “We developed considerable experience in
will continue to put a lot of energy
sharing appropriate airspace planning
into explaining to the military
and operation data via the LARA
community the concept of the
support system which already oﬀers

Member States the opportunity to
enhance civil-military ATM
performance and enabling
compliance with articles 5.3 and 6.2 of
Commission Regulation (EC) No
2150/2005 laying down common FUA
rules.
LARA provides real-time exchange
of airspace management data
between civil and military airspace
planners at national level. It facilitates
collaborative decision-making and
makes for enhanced situational
awareness throughout the airspace
management process, from long-term
event planning to airspace
management prior to the day of
operation as well as the real-time
coordination of airspace activation
processes.
“The military community has also
seen the value of accepting this
centralised database as a source for
vital information which will be far
easier to access centrally than
through a distributed system,” said
Patrick Delmouzée. “So there are some
opportunities there and they
acknowledge that.”
“Security is extremely important to
all centralised services,” said Herman
Baret, CS Programme Manager at the
Agency. “The military aspect is one side
but in the commercial world there are
also sensitivities of information
pertaining to airlines and airports. We
have considered this fundamentally in
our calls for tender and in the
statements of work in which we deﬁne
the processes which must be used so
we have a secure system.”

Scan here to
view the AFUAS
concept of
operations

Scan here to
view the
Centralised
Service 4
brochure
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How MUAC is
transforming the
culture of air traﬃc
control
Every air navigation service provider (ANSP) in Europe knows that to meet the European Commission’s
performance targets it will have to make some radical changes – and EUROCONTROL’s Maastricht Upper
Area Control Centre (MUAC) is ready to meet the challenge.

D

espite having some
of the busiest and
most complex
airspace in Europe to
manage, MUAC has some of
the lowest costs in Europe.
How?
The last few years have
seen a major transformation
in the way MUAC has gone
about its business. Among
the many changes which
have taken place at MUAC
“FRAM routes and
there have been two
analysis support the
particularly important ones:
eﬃciencies that the tool the way in which MUAC
staﬀ talk, listen and respond
and the new processes
to airline customers and the
at Ryanair are now
way in which staﬀ and
management work
capable of, altogether
together to meet the stiﬀ
saving millions of
performance targets set
dollars in fuel costs”
down by the European
Commission.
Robin Hickson,
When ANSPs have met
Head of Stakeholder
with customers in the past
Management, MUAC
to talk about performance,
the dialogue has usually
focused on the targets that have been
set and how well – or badly – the
ANSPs have performed against those
targets. “We decided to turn that
completely around and invested time
and eﬀort in going to visit them, on
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their home ground so they were
comfortable to say whatever they
liked to us,” said Robin Hickson, Head
of Stakeholder Management at MUAC.
“And they did”.
The customer relations team
began a series of road trips to MUAC’s
20 largest customers to try to build
new relationships with them at
tactical and strategic levels. Airspace
users normally want the same service
improvements – more punctuality,
better ﬂight eﬃciency and lower
costs. So the MUAC team provided
detailed reports about the service
being provided by MUAC to individual
airlines – broken down into an
analysis of the number of ﬂights, the
number of miles ﬂown, the money
generated to MUAC as a result of this
traﬃc. The team comprises
operational staﬀ as well as senior
managers: the job of the operational
staﬀ is to collect genuine
requirements and respond to them
while the team leaders work
developing new, more transparent
partnerships.
“When we went to see Ryanair
back in 2007, the airline was
particularly unhappy about delays
throughout Europe and wanted to
know what the ANSPs were doing
about it,” said Robin Hickson. “There

were genuine criticisms and
questions; it was their business model
after all, so we showed them exactly
what we were doing and why we
were doing it and we invited them as
plainly and as often as we could to
criticise, to challenge.”
They then worked together to see
how improvements could be made. In
2010 MUAC launched a programme
called Free Route Airspace Maastricht
(FRAM) to provide 600 direct routes
within the airspace it manages. The
FRAM analysis tool allows MUAC to
process every ﬂight plan in the MUAC
system to see whether airlines are
using the most direct routes available.
The MUAC team set up a site on social
media platform Yammer so individual
airline ﬂight planners and MUAC staﬀ
can, in real time, talk about how and
whether improvements can be made.
“Ryanair”, said Robin Hickson, “have
meanwhile invested in a state-of-theart ﬂight planning tool”. FRAM routes
and analysis support the eﬃciencies
that the tool and the new processes
at Ryanair are now capable of,
altogether saving millions of dollars in
fuel costs. Ryanair has been just one
of many. Operational improvements
have meant many European airlines
have supported the changes made by
MUAC as a blueprint for how ANSP
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customer relations and performance
improvements can be changed –
providing useful support to MUAC at
an institutional level, said Robin
Hickson.
MUAC provides cross-border air
navigation services in the upper
airspace (above 24,500 feet, or 7,500
metres) of Belgium, the Netherlands,
Luxembourg and north-west
Germany and is a blueprint for
international, functional airspace
integration, addressing the problem
of fragmented airspace and providing
major safety and eﬃciency gains.
Some 1.6 million ﬂights pass through
MUAC’s area of responsibility each
year, making it the third busiest air
traﬃc control centre in Europe in
terms of traﬃc.
But changing the external
relations is only part of the story of
MUAC’s transformation of the ATM
operational culture. Changing the
internal processes so it can act on
these demands has also been needed.
And this, perhaps, has been the most
signiﬁcant change of all.
“About four or ﬁve years ago we
were aware that the European
Commission’s performance
improvement targets would mean
that we would have to ﬁnd new ways
to improve our performance,” said
Keith Cartmale, Safety Manager at
MUAC. “We already considered
ourselves to be the benchmark but
that was not good enough. So we put
a team together to look at what we

needed to change. We took a very
structured approach, supported by
both management and social
partners.”
There were several elements to
this. One of the most important ones
has been the introduction of ﬂexible
rostering which has improved the
productivity of controllers. While
many European ANSPs are currently
working to shift patterns which were
generated in the 1970s and recording
controller productivity levels of
around 50% – which means
controllers are only spending half the
time they are contracted to work in
front of their screens – MUAC has
been working at around 80% for the
past two years and peaking at 95%
during the busy summer season. As
around 80% of all ANSP costs are staﬀ
costs, this is a signiﬁcant issue.
New rostering and working
practices were introduced only after
several years of realigning the
relationship between staﬀ and
management, using concepts such as
the ‘Harvard negotiation’ principles
which seek to identify the real
interests of both sides and build
strong and permanent relationships
of trust between them. “That’s what
the customers want,” said Robin
Hickson. “They want to know that
you’re as eﬃcient as possible with
your most expensive resource. ‘Don’t
tell us you can’t change working
conditions because it’s socially
diﬃcult’, they say. ‘We have to.’ The

message has been take the pain that
comes with a new social dialogue
process and get the eﬃciency out the
other side.”
“Just culture is another
element of the targets that
have been set,” said Keith
Cartmale, Safety Manager,
MUAC. “In the reporting
period two we have to put
these principles in place.
That means we have to
continually look for more
capacity in the system – but
if someone says “we think
you may be going too far in
this particular area” we, as
We already considered
managers, will respect that
ourselves to be the
and really listen to what is
benchmark but that was
being said. And we do. It is
all a question of trust – all
not good enough. So we
sides must be able to
put a team together to
recognise the diﬀerence
look at what we needed
between a political issue
and a real one.”
to change.
The new just culture
Keith Cartmale,
policy was signed in
Safety Manager, MUAC
September 2014 to
reinforce the more informal
arrangements which had been in
place before then. At heart is the
development of a reporting system
which will allow staﬀ to report
genuine mistakes and incidents
without the fear of being prosecuted
at some later stage. EUROCONTROL
and MUAC have been working to
ensure that not just the Agency but
individuals themselves will be
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protected – and that prosecutors
understand why this is so important
for the safety of the entire aviation
system.
“The industry needs expert
support for prosecutors to help them
understand more about how the
aviation system works,” said Keith
Cartmale. “This means they should be
less likely to prosecute just for the
sake of holding someone culpable
rather than learning what’s

happening in the system.”
Changing culture and
relationships has been
the fundamental reason
for transforming MUAC’s
performance but it has
backed up a number of
new tools which
increased capacity and
collaborative decisionmaking. MUAC has
introduced a capacity
prediction tool which
allows controllers to
forecast what is going to
happen at any time in the
near future and what the safe capacity
limits will be. “Our capacity-handling
on a sector level is in the order of 60
or 70 aircraft per hour whereas other
sectors close by can handle just 25
aircraft an hour,” said Robin Hickson.
And MUAC has also developed a new
way to balance traﬃc loading in
sectors, by not setting ﬁnite limits but
looking at the way sectorisation can
be reorganised to meet traﬃc
demand (see also “Making it easier to

ﬂy higher”). “It relies on talking to your
customers and asking for help –
calling tactical ﬂow managers at an
airline and asking whether they would
consider delaying two ﬂights if it
meant that many other ﬂights could
be handled without imposing a
regulation,” said Robin Hickson.
“We have this emphasis on
performance,” said Keith Cartmale.
“Because we are not tied to a
particular State we have little direct
State protection. There is nowhere to
hide. Almost for survival we have to
achieve, so it’s in our DNA now.”
“When the US President visited the
Apollo mission space centre he met
somebody and asked what his job
was,” said Robin Hickson. “The man
said ‘I’m putting a man on the moon’.
It turned out the guy was the janitor.
And I think that’s the same here. That
culture has spread all the way
through. You can go to the operations
room, you can ask anybody, what is it
about Maastricht? They will say
performance – we are here to
perform.”

Making it easier to
ﬂy higher

Julie Fairbairn,
Airspace Design Expert,
MUAC

“Aircraft performance is
improving; they climb to
increasingly high levels because
that’s the most fuel eﬃcient way
to ﬂy,” said Julie Fairbairn,
Airspace Design Expert at
MUAC. “We have found in recent
years more traﬃc in our upper
sectors, but traﬃc distribution is
not constant throughout the
day, and so we have had to ﬁnd
new ways to balance the traﬃc
load between the higher and
lower sectors.”

In December 2013, the ﬁrst step was taken towards this
with the introduction of a Variable Division Flight Level
(vDFL) in the Hannover sectors (in the north-west of
German airspace). vDFL makes it possible to tactically
change the vertical limits between an upper and a
lower sector according to traﬃc demand. One of the
key elements of the vDFL concept is dynamic frequency
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management. Level bands of sectors and airspace
blocks can be changed instantly, oﬀering a variety of
division ﬂight levels even within the diﬀerent subsectors of a sector group.
In December 2014 vDFL was introduced to the DECO
sector group, covering Dutch and northwest German
airspace, allowing for a more ﬂexible and dynamic
distribution of traﬃc between upper and lower sectors
(from 24,500 feet to unlimited) in this area.
vDFL is the ﬁrst step towards the introduction of the
dynamic sectorisation concept for Single European Sky
ATM Research (SESAR). “The introduction of vDFL
allows the most optimum sector conﬁguration/sector
volumes to be chosen to meet traﬃc demand,” said
Julie Fairbairn. “With this process we can now tactically
and dynamically make the sector size ﬁt with the traﬃc
load predictions – and better distribution of traﬃc
means we can give the airlines the option to ﬂy at their
optimum level as less traﬃc is restricted to a level
below the high sectors.”

Your solution for tomorrow’s
information management
For over a decade we’ve worked with EUROCONTROL, ANSPs, and aircraft
operators, building our reputation for the delivery of high quality AIM services.
To meet the dynamic needs of our customers, our solutions include next
generation AIP and charting products. We also offer extensive experience in
Procedure Design and Performance Based Navigation – meaning GroupEAD can
meet all of your AIM requirements.

www.groupead.com
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“One of the
ahead is
change

Violeta Bulc is European
Commissioner for Mobility
and Transport
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As one of the new Commissioners tasked
with charting a new course for Europe and
delivering the number one priority: jobs,
growth and investments, what role do you
see for air transport in achieving this
objective?
Aviation plays a fundamental role for both
EU citizens and industry. It already contributes
€88 billion to the European Union’s (EU) gross
domestic product (GDP), fosters economic
growth and creates employment. The Single
European Sky (SES) region air traﬃc
management (ATM) system, for example,
involves 30 air navigation service
providers (ANSPs) and is a business
worth €8.6 billion, employing
some 57,000 staﬀ. But aviation is
also vital for tourism, peopleto-people contacts, as well
as for the regional and
social cohesion of the EU.
Moreover, it is, and will
remain, essential for
connecting Europe with
the rest of the world.
There is no doubt
that a strong and
competitive aviation sector
is of huge strategic importance for
the EU; in order to have this we have to
continue investing in it. But this is not the only
reason investments are needed. During the
economic downturn growth has slowed, but
for the future air traﬃc numbers are expected
to return to a level of growth that will require
additional capacity. We need to get ready to
deal with that issue together with the matters
of cost-eﬃciency, environmental impact and
the continued improvement in safety
standards. The best way to do it is through
continual investment in new technology,
infrastructure, airspace design and process
innovation.
We recently announced an injection of €3
billion in projects for the modernisation of the
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most diﬃcult tasks
now managing the
programme”
ATM system over the next 10 years. We expect
this sum to be around one-tenth of what is
ultimately needed, but we also expect these
funds to foster further investments by the
industry, and thereby ﬁll that gap. Additionally,
the EU is investing in other transport-related
innovation through programmes such as
CLEAN SKY and SESAR (Single European Sky
ATC Research) 2020 – the total investment over
the period 2014-2020 will be €6.4 billion.
All in all I believe we are already acting to
make sure that the aviation sector keeps
generating growth and creating jobs, and to
make sure it remains competitive within and
outside the EU.
Pursuing the Single European Sky policy is
one of your stated responsibilities. What
do you think are the main challenges and
how can they be successfully addressed?
Creating a single airspace in Europe through
the Single European Sky (SES) initiatives is, and
will remain, a priority. The overall aim is to
improve safety tenfold, triple airspace capacity,
reduce air traﬃc management costs by 50%,
and reduce the environmental impact by 10%.
I think that after 10 years considerable
progress has been made in terms of structuring
the change. The way to a truly single sky has
been paved, and one of the most diﬃcult tasks
ahead is now managing the change
programme. However, this is going to be
neither a small nor an easy task, as we have
embarked on a path that will change the way
the whole aviation sector, from providers to
passengers, does and understands the
business. The reforms will aﬀect everybody in
the ATM chain, and will therefore require the
most comprehensive and collaborative
approach yet witnessed in the ﬁeld of aviation.
We have established a good, solid
institutional base to carry out the work: the
Industry Consultation Body, the Expert Group
on the Social Dimension of SES, the Single Sky
Committee and the Airport Observatory along

with a number of executive bodies such as the
National Supervisory Authorities, the Network
Manager and the recently formed Deployment
Manager. But this is only a start – we now need
to use these tools to ensure that all parties
aﬀected by the reforms envisaged in the SES
initiative are consulted. Flow of information,
transparency and inclusiveness are all key
elements for the success of this story. In the
future, I would like to see contributions focus
on the resources needed to achieve the endgame, rather than ﬁghting the process.
The European air transport sector is a
particularly complex one with diﬀerent
players at local, regional and panEuropean levels operating against a
constantly changing institutional, political
and technical background. What is your
vision for the future?
There is no secret about the long-term aims
of the Commission in the ﬁeld of ATM provision
in Europe – we want to ensure a safe, eﬃcient,
environmentally friendly and cost-eﬀective
service for all. It must be suﬃciently responsive
to the peaks and troughs in daily traﬃc ﬂows, as
well as suﬃciently smart to evolve with
projected monthly and annual traﬃc increases.
Such a model will require technological
change, and changes to working practices,
airspace design and regulatory support. All of
these changes must be managed in a way that
ensures the human factor is taken into account
– we cannot expect to go through this type of
reform without bringing those "at the coalface"
– i.e. the controllers – with us.
ANSPs, regulators and Member States need
to think in yet more collaborative terms. EU
airspace is still fragmented and structured
around national boundaries. For this reason,
and many others, ﬂights are often unable to
take direct routes. On average, in Europe,
aircraft ﬂy 42 km longer than strictly necessary
due to airspace fragmentation, causing longer
ﬂight time, delays, extra fuel burn and CO2

emissions. These ineﬃciencies bring extra costs
of around €5 billion a year. There is no real
reason an aircraft operator wishing to ﬂy from
London to Larnaca, Copenhagen to Cadiz, or
Seville to Stockholm, should not be able to do it
in the most eﬃcient way. But this will be
possible only if all providers think and act as
one, with the support of Member States and
their regulators.
Benchmarking studies show that
European air traﬃc management is not
competitive compared to some other parts
of the world. What can be done to address
this situation?
Comparing the competitiveness of our ATM
system vis-à-vis other regions of the world, we
have to focus on
“There is no
improving the eﬃciency of
the system as a whole. We doubt that a
need to take into account strong and
that the systems function
competitive
very diﬀerently in diﬀerent
aviation sector is
regions. For example, a
single authority in the
of huge strategic
United States versus 28
importance for
here in the EU. The US
the EU; in order
ATM system manages
double the number of
to have this we
ﬂights for a similar cost
have to continue
from a third as many
control centres, and it can investing in it.”
do this because it has
evolved this way from a single source. Europe
has not had that luxury.
In order to improve system eﬃciency we
need to modernise design, processes and
technologies initiated in the 1950s. The
technological pillar of the SES initiative is
managed by the SESAR Joint Undertaking,
which has recently conﬁrmed a number of
projects ready to move from R&D to concrete
roll-out. As mentioned above, airlines, airport
operators and air navigation service providers
(ANSPs) will receive up to €3 billion in EU
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funding through the Connecting Europe
Facility (CEF) for common projects which will be
managed by the newly appointed Deployment
Manager.
The endgame required by all ATM systems is
the same – a safe, eﬃcient and reliable service
that encourages investment, generates growth
and creates jobs. SESAR common projects will
help to take us there, heralding a new era of
ATM in Europe. So, to come back to the
question, my answer is “ﬁrst things ﬁrst”– when
our eﬃciency is as good as it gets, then we'll
talk competitiveness with the rest of the world.
As an intergovernmental, civil-military
organisation comprising 41 States,
EUROCONTROL is working towards the
implementation of the Single European
Sky (SES) initiative, beyond the EU 28
States. How do you see EUROCONTROL’s
role in supporting the future development
of SES?
EUROCONTROL does indeed incorporate a
wider membership base than the 28 EU
Member States and is perfectly positioned to
make the most of that. Aviation is a truly global
business, where national borders are of no
concern to aircraft operators, nor to passengers
whose aim is to reach a business meeting, a
holiday destination or visit friends and relatives.
The Single European Sky programme is
designed to improve the service both for
airspace users and passengers and the ﬁrst
seeds sown in SES are now starting to bear fruit.
But those gains are of limited value if
neighbouring countries are not able to provide
a service matching the one delivered within
Europe. Cooperation programmes supported
by the EU, such as those for North Africa and
the Eastern Mediterranean, the Balkans and the
states at the EU's eastern borders, are all
working towards levelling the playing ﬁeld in
ATM. EUROCONTROL, with its existing
relationships with a number of those countries
can certainly help in achieving that result.
The nomination of EUROCONTROL as the
Network Manager in the framework of the SES
initiative is no surprise. Our wish is for the
Network Manager to continue the
development of its operational links with
neighbouring states, and ensure that both
parties are rewarded for their eﬀorts.
The sky is a ﬁnite resource which needs to
be shared between both civil and military
airspace users. How do you think
EUROCONTROL could contribute to a
better use of airspace in Europe?
EUROCONTROL has unquestioned
expertise in addressing the relationship

between the civil and the military sides in the
use of airspace. Indeed, the airspace is a ﬁnite
resource, and we have no desire to see one
side favoured over the other; both civil and
military partners have equal right of access to
perform their work.
The European Defence Agency is also
taking a more signiﬁcant role in providing
military inputs to both SESAR and SES, and will
do so in close cooperation with NATO and
EUROCONTROL. As far as certain issues with a
truly ‘civil/military interface’go, EUROCONTROL
has much to bring to the table, as an
organisation equipped with very speciﬁc skills
and competence in this area.
The European Union and EUROCONTROL
concluded a High-Level Agreement
strengthening cooperation in December
2012. How do you see the agreement
evolving in the future?
In our view, this agreement is a very good
framework that should enable full cooperation
between EUROCONTROL, with its speciﬁc
expertise, and the EU, as the regulatory
authority. It oﬀers the potential for
EUROCONTROL to contribute in areas where it
has signiﬁcant experience, considerable
inﬂuence and a great deal of resources.
Annexes to the High-Level Agreement can be
agreed detailing further opportunities for
cooperation.
EUROCONTROL’s role has changed
markedly over the lifespan of the SES initiative,
and with the expansion of responsibilities of
the European Aviation Safety Agency (EASA). It
remains a very important partner, able to bring
its much wider membership to the table; I
expect the agreement to focus on that
particular angle.

Air traﬃc management is still very much
handled on a national level and in many
cases there are vested national interests in
maintaining monopolies. How can this
situation be addressed?
The ATM system has developed over a
number of decades in a diﬀerent socioinstitutional situation for Europe. Surely, if we
were to start today from scratch, it is extremely
unlikely that we would build it as it is now.
However, it is the system that we have and that
we are working so hard to change.
In my opinion, monopolies are rarely, if ever, a
good thing. However, I know that aircraft
operating throughout Europe would not
welcome competing air traﬃc control services as
they move across the continent because it
makes their operations unsafe. Airspace users do,
however, wish to see a competitive and eﬃcient
service oﬀered for their business operations; a
service which provides quality and value.
Competition prior to operations, for example,
with an air traﬃc control provider managing a
precise area as a result of a competitive process
is an option that can be explored. The route to
such a situation is being enabled through the
discussions on SES 2+ and, with the advent of
the Deployment Manager, may pick up on the
EUROCONTROL concept of centralised services.
A further equally important issue is that of
functional airspace blocks which is of course a
thorny one, but I ﬁrmly believe that enhanced
cooperation between service providers,
regulators and even users will be the key to
achieving the long-term goals of the SES
initiative. Having drawn FABs on a map, and
having concluded a number of state-level
agreements, we must now actually look at
what the best models are for delivering
improved services.
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“Technology
alone will not
reduce
emissions”
Michael Cramer is
Chair of the
European Parliament
Transport and
Tourism Committee
and Member of the
Group of the
Greens/European
Free Alliance in the
European
Parliament.

What do you think are the most pressing
issues facing air transport in the medium
and long term?
One of the more general priorities will be
the topic of fair competition between all
modes of transport, including, of course,
aviation. Moreover, in more concrete terms, we
have to move forward with the
implementation of the Single European Sky
(SES) as this would save a lot of emissions and
money by allowing aircraft to take more
eﬃcient routes. So, indeed, the Single
European Sky is a useful initiative. Today most
Member States organise and control their
airspace on their own. This might work out for
a few bigger ones like France and Germany
but, especially ﬂying over the smaller ones,
aircraft have to ﬂy often longer distances than
necessary. If you shorten distances you can
save time, emissions and money – a win-win
situation. This is why I strongly favour a fast
implementation in due time.
Where are the areas of progress?
Member States agreed to establish the
functional airspace blocks (FABs) approximately
two years ago. The States haven’t fully acted on
their word, despite the additional occurring
costs for airlines and the whole aviation sector.
But it’s unfortunately always the same story: as
soon as Member States have to give up some
(even a few) sovereignty rights, money
suddenly doesn’t play a role anymore.
What can EUROCONTROL do to help speed
things up?
EUROCONTROL has already done a lot:
helping to install it and to show that it is
possible. Now it is up to the Commission –
there is a signed treaty after all – and Member
States. EUROCONTROL can add pressure
through the media and contribute to the
public discussion. Airlines could add pressure
too but their focus, especially in Germany, is on
the level of fees they have to pay at airports.
They want to reduce them.
Do you think aviation can grow and
reduce its environmental footprint at the
same time?
To be honest: no. Nevertheless, I strongly
support eﬀorts to reduce aircraft emissions –
that is without question important and
necessary. We urgently need better technical
solutions but technology alone will not reduce
emissions. We need to establish an intelligent
and more eﬀective transport network. For
example, if there is a good railway connection
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consider this initiative as an essential one. My
feeling is that the Parliament has done its job,
now we are waiting for the Council to catch
the ball. I hope this will happen soon.

“EUROCONTROL can add
pressure through the media
and contribute to the public
discussion. ”

between Paris and London, people will
avoid ﬂying and take a train instead, as
this is quicker and brings you directly
from the city-centre to the city-centre.
However, if you subsidise the airlines with €30
billion annually – by exempting them from
kerosene tax on international ﬂights and VAT
tax on domestic ﬂights – then ﬂying becomes
naturally cheaper than rail travel.

How can EUROCONTROL add value by
coping with the crises which impact air
travel across Europe?
EUROCONTROL is an essential part of the
European airspace system, even if it is not a
European Union (EU) body but an intergovernmental one. So the keyword today is
“cooperation”. We must enhance cooperation
between all the bodies dealing with the
European air transport system through
permanent and high-quality exchange of
information (the European Aviation Safety
Agency, EUROCONTROL, the EU Commission,
National Authorities, etc.) in order to improve
safety and eﬃciency. The TRAN Committee will
do all it can to support this needed evolution.
We already had a fruitful exchange of views last
September about the immediate aftermath of
the aviation crisis in the summer.
EUROCONTROL is working to help
Member States, the European Commission
and the aviation community monitor,
mitigate and measure the impact aviation
is having on the environment. How does
the Transport and Tourism Committee
plan to interact with EUROCONTROL to
develop this even further?
Greenhouse gas emissions in the transport
and especially aviation sector have been
rapidly growing over the last years. I genuinely
hope – and expect – that the aviation
community takes a more active part in
mitigating the environmental impact of its
activities in the future.
An important step toward helping the

industry to improve its environmental
performance would be to fully implement the
Single European Sky and to make it
interoperable with other similar systems being
developed elsewhere, such as NextGen in the
USA. The Single European Sky would bring
shorter, more direct ﬂights, less delays and as a
result, a smaller environmental impact of
aviation. My TRAN Committee has always been
very vocal about slower-than-expected
implementation of FABs among the Member
States and has supported the Commission's
proposal to include reducing the
environmental impact in the performance
targets in the SES2+ package (environmental
issues were also taken into account in the
reform of EASA), alongside other priorities such
as safety or cost-eﬃciency. Good cooperation
between the Parliament, EASA and
EUROCONTROL in the process of SES
implementation is crucial.
Will there be deepening of the
relationship between the Parliament and
EUROCONTROL?
We already have an excellent relationship
with EUROCONTROL, as I mentioned before.
The TRAN Committee knows that the
organisation is always ready to provide
valuable answers and information to our
Members when needed. Regular meetings and
exchanges at all levels – Committee, Members,
Secretariat – exist and we strive to maintain
those good relationships.
In terms of speeding the process of
integrating Europe’s ATM systems what
role can the Parliament play?
Last March, the Parliament adopted in ﬁrst
reading the SES2+ package. The TRAN
Committee acted smoothly and rapidly
although we only had a few weeks and we

The European Parliament’s focus is on the
28 EU States. The impact of Europe’s
eﬀorts towards a sustainable, safe and
eﬃcient ATM system can be further
expanded to EUROCONTROL’s 41 Member
States. How do you think European
aviation could beneﬁt from this?
In general I would say: the closer the
cooperation, the more eﬃcient and secure we
can organise travel in Europe. I also truly hope
and believe that this is possible. And we can
already see that in other branches, as for
example with the railways. Switzerland, for
example, cooperates closely with the European
Union and has implemented some of our
legislation even better than some Member
States.
How important is aviation to the
economic, social and political fabric of the
Continent?
The aviation sector is without controversy
an important one and certainly we need
aviation to connect Europe and bring cities
and regions closer together. For example in
the Baltic States there are unfortunately only a
few existing railway lines and train journeys
can be slow and very long. Therefore, we need
aviation to bring those countries closer in
order to unite Europe. However, it is also a fact
that the exceeding emissions from aviation
represent a true danger to the climate. So we
need to ﬁnd a reasonable balance between
fast aviation travel and more environmentally
friendly train travel. Unfortunately, some
politicians think that if we already have an
aviation connection we do not need to invest
in better railway lines anymore. And moreover,
due to the high subsidies, it is often cheaper to
ﬂy than to take the train, even over reasonable
distances. You can ﬂy from Berlin to Brussels for
€40 but the same journey by train costs
around €180. So if I take the train from Berlin to
Brussels, the travel time lasts three times
longer and it is also three times more
expensive, although it is less harmful to the
environment. How can someone claim that
prices are based on fair competition? This
brings me back to the ﬁrst question:
establishing a fair competition between the
diﬀerent modes of transport is one of the
priories of the TRAN committee during the
coming years.
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“ESSP: a new
portfolio of
activities”
Thierry Racaud has been the European Satellite
Services Provider (ESSP) Chief Executive since February
2014, but is not a newcomer to the satellite world. Prior
to his position at ESSP he was Vice President at
CapGemini Aerospace & Defence France and he
worked at EADS Astrium as Programme Manager for
mission-critical ground systems.

H

is arrival at the Toulouse/Madrid-based
company in early 2014 coincided with
the start of a new era for ESSP: the
company was created in 2009 by seven key
European air navigation service providers
(ANSPs) Spanish ENAIRE, French DSNA/DGAC,
German DFS, Italian ENAV, British NATS, NAVPortugal and Swiss skyguide, to deploy the ﬁrst
European Geostationary Navigation Overlay
Service (EGNOS) Service Provision contract
(ESP). In July 2013, the company was awarded,
following an open-tender procedure, a further
ESP contract for eight more years (2014 to
2021). The ESP contract is funded by the
European Commission and managed through
the European Global Navigation Satellite
Systems (GNSS) Agency (GSA), with a clear
mandate to help foster the use of satellite
navigation within Europe and particularly in the
domain of aviation.
What are ESSP’s primary mission and
objectives?
ESSP’s core activity is the safe delivery of the
ESP (EGNOS Service Provision) contract with
the GSA. EGNOS is a satellite-based navigation
service that improves the accuracy and
integrity of the GPS signal over Europe, which
makes it very suitable for safety applications
such as ﬂying and many other uses. EGNOS
beneﬁts include improving accessibility in
airports (especially in bad weather conditions);
more direct en-route ﬂight paths; reducing and
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simplifying equipment on board aircraft and
other improvements. And best of all it is a free
service to air navigation services providers and
aircraft operators. All that is needed is an onboard EGNOS certiﬁed avionics, plus an
adapted approach procedure for the
runway end.
What are the main challenges facing
ESSP?
For 2015, we are glad to announce that a
new and more robust EGNOS system release is
planned to be deployed by the middle of this
year. This new release will provide a new
EGNOS service level that will allow aircraft to
ﬂy Localiser Performance with Vertical
guidance (LPV) down to Decision Height as
low as 200 ft. These LPVs are approach
procedures equivalent to instrument landing
system (ILS) Category I, oﬀering similar
performance, but without the need for ground
infrastructure installation and maintenance.
At the same time, we are aligned with the
GSA in activities that should help boost the
use of EGNOS in diﬀerent application domains,
including aviation for sure. In this ﬁeld, a lot
has been done and there is much more to
come: I would like to remind everyone in this
sense the diﬀerent calls for grants that have
been published by the GSA to help airlines
and airspace users to be satellite-based
augmentation system (SBAS) equipped, and
the many projects launched to help European

ANSPs to publish EGNOS-based procedures for
their airports. The results of these promotion
and adoption eﬀorts are noteworthy: in 2014,
the number or airports with EGNOS-based
procedures was doubled, and this number is
constantly rising. From the ESSP side, there is a
major commitment to foster the use of
EGNOS and there are many actions planned
in this sense.
What are the key projects in which ESSP is
involved?
Even though the provision of the EGNOS
service in a safe and eﬃcient manner is our
core objective, ESSP is also involved in other
GNSS-related projects. Some of them are linked
to the EGNOS adoption and promotion
activities in support to GSA’s main objective to
foster the use of EGNOS among European
citizens, mainly in the Aviation sector and more
recently in other application domains such as
rail or maritime. But we are also building a new
portfolio of activities born from our expertise in
the navigation ﬁeld: consultancy services for
aviation and for GNSS export opportunities
(based on our EGNOS expertise); provision of
critical pan-European services; provision of
other positioning services; and last but not
least we are aiming to play an important role
in the service provision of the Galileo
satellite system.
ESSP is a very young company (created in
2009) but full of great professionals willing to
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Can you tell us about your organisation’s
cooperation with EUROCONTROL?
ESSP, being an EASA certiﬁed air navigation
service provider, has been collaborating with
the EUROCONTROL Navigation Unit since the
company’s foundation in 2009, through
participation in diﬀerent working groups such
as the Area Navigation (RNAV) Approach
Implementation Support Group (RAiSG) and
the Navigation Steering Group (NSG).
ESSP has actively contributed to the
GNSS/EGNOS developments in close
coordination with EUROCONTROL supporting
the aviation community through these fora in
the transition to performance-based
navigation where GNSS and EGNOS play a
key role.

“There are already 144 airports in
Europe using EGNOS and the number is
constantly rising, as well as the number
of aircraft with EGNOS-enabled
avionics (e.g. ATR 72-600).”

© Storuman Airport

demonstrate their deep knowledge in satellite
navigation. The staﬀ, which has grown to 100
people of nine nationalities, has been enlarged
to deploy the new activities described not only
in the EGNOS Service Provision contract but
also for new challenges and projects in the
near future. A very promising business plan is
being designed, aimed at business
diversiﬁcation and multitasking.
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Liberalisation of air traﬃc
management services:

what role for
EUROCONTROL?
T

he fragmentation of European air traﬃc
management (ATM) is one of the
biggest obstacles to increasing its
eﬃciency. According to the International Air
Transport Association (IATA), the number of
control centres in Europe would have to be
reduced signiﬁcantly. This is, however,
unfeasible in the near future because of the
political and social cost that such a
restructuring implies, especially for smaller
States, some of which would be forced to give
up their national ATM systems. Yet there is an
urgent need to improve the eﬃciency of the
European ATM system, as regular comparisons
with the US system show the eﬃciency gains
that could be achieved thanks to a more
consolidated system, leading to shorter routes,
reduced fuel consumption and a lower
environmental impact of air transport.
Acknowledging the mainly political
constraints to a more integrated European ATM
system, EUROCONTROL is asking the following
two questions: “What is the core business of
ATM that cannot be consolidated?”and “How
can fragmentation be tackled in a more indirect
way by addressing the other parts of the
system, namely the support services?” 1.
EUROCONTROL’s Centralised Services (CS)
proposal is precisely an attempt to address
these two questions. By opening up tendering
for some of the CS, EUROCONTROL has taken a
ﬁrst, yet substantial, step towards competition
in air navigation services. But given the abovementioned political limitations, EUROCONTROL
is not aiming at the full liberalisation of the ATM
system. Rather, it seeks to create and open up
the market for some air navigation services
(ANS) support services.
Increasing the eﬃciency of service provision
by means of liberalisation has already been
conducted successfully in other parts of the air
transport sector. By opening the European
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market for air transport services, the European
Commission has engendered the emergence
of low-cost air carriers, signiﬁcantly bringing
down ticket prices and triggering industry
consolidation. To a certain extent, the ATM
system is the upstream market for the aviation
industry: eﬃciency gains achieved in ATM will,
in principle, be passed on to airspace users and
eventually to passengers. For traditional airlines,
liberalisation has entailed a sometimes painful
restructuring process to bring down prices and
compete with the new market entrants. Hence
is it likely that similar eﬀects will take place at
least in parts of the ATM system.
There indeed seems to be a certain
acceptance emerging, especially among
smaller air navigation service providers (ANSPs)
confronted with problems of economies of
scale and corresponding costs for investments,
that some ATC services – such as meteorology,
ﬂight service stations, automatic dependent
surveillance broadcast, training and data
communications services – could be
unbundled and outsourced to specialist
providers, thus leading to reduced costs and
overall eﬃciency gains. Some of these services
could be provided by ANSPs specialising in
them, as well as by private organisations
entering what is for them the new ATC market.
Everyone agrees that this is a gradual process
whereby service outsourcing and service
provision will be phased in parallel to internal
transformations of ANSPs, basically reﬂecting
national dynamics and emerging market
opportunities.
The next logical question, then, pertains to
what needs to be coordinated at the European
level to make such ATC service markets work,
considering that we are dealing with imperfect
infrastructure markets which will need
supranational coordination and corresponding
regulation. The question is also whether there

are some basic infrastructure services that
cannot be opened to competition, such as
radars, ﬂight data processors, airport ground
infrastructure and others.
This is where EUROCONTROL comes in.
EUROCONTROL predates the Single European
Sky (SES) project. In the context of the creation
of the SES it has been tasked by the European
Commission to become the Network Manager,
thus providing some sort of infrastructure
function for European ATC. EUROCONTROL is
therefore not a regulator. Rather, the regulatory
function is located somewhere in the European
Commission, or in a body it may designate as
being/becoming the regulator, such as,
perhaps, the European Aviation Safety Agency
(EASA). EASA is already the safety regulator of
EUROCONTROL.
But what does managing the network
mean? Is this primarily coordinating function –
the coordination of the diﬀerent network
managing activities of the diﬀerent ANSPs – or
is it evolving into an operational function,
whereby EUROCONTROL gradually takes over
network managing functions from the
respective ANSPs? And which of these network
managing functions are actually monopolistic
in the sense that they constitute a necessary
infrastructure for other services that can then
be provided commercially and competitively?
If EUROCONTROL is to become the
infrastructure provider of the monopolistic
network managing functions, two speciﬁc
questions arise. First, can it then also be an ATC
services provider? The problem here is that it
would provide ATC services in competition with
other ATC services providers, yet it would be at
the same time the infrastructure monopolist,
something which is known from other sectors
to lead to potential market distortion. At the
least, this would lead to the need for an
economic regulator, which would have to make
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sure that EUROCONTROL did not discriminate
against its competitors. But even if
EUROCONTROL were precluded from also
providing competitive ATC services, there
would still be a need to regulate its
monopolistic activities from an economic point
of view, to ensure eﬃciency improvements.
Historically EUROCONTROL is an
intergovernmental organisation whose role is
to coordinate diﬀerent national ANSPs and their
respective government owners through
interconnection of airspace and common
standards of interoperability. These
coordinating functions can be and, to a certain
extent, are already partially replaced by the
European Commission. This is at least the case
for the 28 EU Member States and this could
evolve through bilateral agreements with nonEU States which are members of
EUROCONTROL. Or the EC could also explicitly
outsource these coordinating functions to
EUROCONTROL on a contractual basis.
EUROCONTROL Member States are
responsible for the provision of ICAO
obligations in their airspace. So it is important
for them that if a service is not provided by their
own monopoly national service provider, but
rather on a central pan-European basis, a
trusted international organisation capable of
ensuring continuity of high-performance safe
operations of the services concerned is
available at a national level. EUROCONTROL has
been entrusted with this task. This does not
mean that EUROCONTROL has to provide the
service internally under monopoly structures.
Rather, the Agency would implement industry
and ANSP participation under market
conditions at a pan-European level and reﬂect
this through respective experience in service
provision in EU and non-EU airspace.
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The previous considerations can be
boiled down to the question of what
the network managing function really
is: genuine infrastructure services
provision – notably the
management of scarce airspace in
terms of ﬂows and safety – on the
basis of which all other ATC
services can exist? Or is it just a
transitory function of coordinating
national ANSPs which will
disappear once all national ATC
services are unbundled and
competitively oﬀered? In the ﬁrst
case EUROCONTROL will most
likely and over time evolve into
the European – and beyond –
monopolistic ATC infrastructure
services provider, to be regulated by
a European agency, most likely EASA.
The answer to these questions –
and the answer to the future of
EUROCONTROL – probably lies in
technology, as technological
developments ultimately will decide
whether or not and for how long
monopolistic ATC infrastructures services
will be necessary for operational and safety
purposes.
1 Director General of EUROCONTROL, Frank Brenner,
in a speech delivered at the 5th Florence Air Forum:
www.eurocontrol.int/speeches/address-ﬁfth-ﬂorenceair-forum
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Administration. Since 2002, he has held the Swiss Post Chair in Management of Network Industries at the Ecole Polytechnique Fédérale in
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Innovating for
Operations Eﬃciency
Todd Donovan – Thales

I

n spite of recent incidents, the global
aviation system remains an extremely safe
one. Economic growth and an expanding
middle class continue to drive increased
demand for aﬀordable air transportation. The
resulting market forces pressure all aspects of
the aviation system to move toward
“The past ﬁve years witnessed dramatic lower cost, increased eﬃciency,
changes in consumer technologies.
improved predictability and the ability
to adapt to operational disruptions.
The next ﬁve years will witness the
But, eﬃciency gains cannot be at the
migration of these same technologies expense of safety. A high priority focus
into aviation operations.”
on safety is immutable the aviation
industry. The challenge becomes how
to delivery eﬃciency improvements
while also maintaining or improving safety.
Technological innovations during the late
20th century, which drove safety
enhancements over the past two decades,
have been largely absorbed into operational
usage. Today, we are in a new period of rapid
technological innovation – particularly in the
ﬁelds computing, communication and
consumer technologies. Just as these
innovations are impacting our personal lives,
they are equally impacting aviation
operations as demonstrated with the
following two examples.
Improved Controller Eﬃciency through
Human Interface Innovations
The user interface on today’s consumer
products is revolutionary compared to
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predecessors from just 5 years ago thanks to
voice recognition, eye tracking, multi-touch
interfaces, haptic displays and other similar
technologies. Shape, an innovative and
immersive controller working position, is
Thales’s operational demonstrator created to
explore how these technologies can deliver
eﬃciency gains for the air traﬃc controller.
SHAPE builds on the human-centered
design concept incorporated in Thales’s
TopSky-ATC – a minimalist display
philosophy which enables quick and easy
comprehension augmented by eﬃcient
controller tools. For example, Shape updates
each aircraft’s simple label and data block to
a highlighted color and expands the data
block when the user looks at the track label.
This change leverages natural physiological
responses to focus the controller’s attention
to the relevant information.
While looking at the label, the controller
accesses clearance commands (ex. level,
speed, direct to or heading change) as well
as controller tools (ex. distance between
aircraft or trajectory projections) through
natural heads-up interaction with the touch
pad in front of him while keeping the focus
on the air situation display. Research
demonstrates this new working position
concept and human-system interaction
method reduce controller task time by more
than 50%. Reduced task time and improved
situational comprehension leads to increased
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Thales’s Maestro arrival and departure
management system plays a critical
role in optimizing aircraft movements,
coordinating stakeholders and
keeping capital assets productive.

Thales’s innovative ATC working
position substantially reduces
controller task time.

capability for controllers to safely manage
workload and complexity. Much like
concept cars at auto shows never go into
production, Shape, in its current form, may
never become operational. But, elements of
Shape achieve the goal of improving both
safety and eﬃciency and industry will begin
unveiling solutions impacted by these
elements in the near future.
Delivering Improved Flight Eﬃciency
Through Aircraft Sequencing Tools
In the past, the high cost of
communication and computing meant that
sensors, processing systems and data were
largely localized to each aviation facility. It
was economically prohibitive to distribute
data to all aviation stakeholders in spite of
the high utility of doing so.
During the past twenty years, inexpensive
and plentiful communication and
computing emerged due to technological
advances. Aviation has been slow to adopt
these technologies due to the need to
carefully address issues of safety, security and
information ownership. Additionally, legacy
infrastructure, both on the ground and
aboard aircraft, is expensive to change due
to safety and certiﬁcation requirements.
Today, application of these concepts in
aviation is gaining momentum.
Coordination between ATC and other
aviation stakeholders is one of the ﬁrst areas

to beneﬁt from this information revolution.
By sharing information upstream and
downstream, aircraft can be sequenced and
coordinated to enable more eﬃcient
operations. There are tools on the market
today like MAESTRO, the sequencing
component in Thales’TopSky-ATC system,
which leverage this concept and deliver
beneﬁts such as:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Optimized aircraft ﬂow via coordination
between ATC facilities;

further eﬃciency and workload
improvements through coordinated
sequencing and ﬂow management applied
by upstream en route sectors and centers.
The past ﬁve years witnessed dramatic
changes in consumer technologies. The next
ﬁve years will witness the migration of these
same technologies into aviation operations.
The successful application of these
technologies will facilitate necessary
eﬃciency gains while also improving safety.

accommodation of user preferences;
improved conformance with traﬃc
management measures;
situational awareness for stakeholders;
reduced airborne holding, taxi time and
ﬂight delays; and
increased runway utilization.

Maestro integrates data from multiple
facilities and coordinates controller workload
by proposing control actions that expedite
the traﬃc to and from managed airports. It is
operationally deployed to manage both
departures (DMAN) and arrivals (AMAN),
generating a more organized ﬂow of traﬃc –
reducing controller workload as well as
improving operational eﬃciency and
predictability. Thales, together with our
SESAR partners, are extending this concept
beyond the immediate airport airspace in a
concept called XMAN – expected to deliver
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in support of increased safety, capacity
and eﬃciency of the global aviation
system. Donovan has more than 20 years
of experience in technical and leadership
roles in the aviation industry.
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“EGNOS oﬀers all users
increased accessibility
and safety”
Can you provide us with a state of play
on the European Geostationary
Navigation Overlay Service (EGNOS) and
the aviation sector?
The aviation sector remains a key market
segment for EGNOS. In fact, EGNOS was
designed for aviation and with nearly a
quarter of all airports in our target market
being EGNOS-enabled, we’re seeing great
results. From our work across all airspace user
segments, European airports and original
equipment manufacturers (OEMs), EGNOS
provides very clear beneﬁts to all.
Top of this list of beneﬁts is required
navigation performance (RNP) down to
Localiser Performance with Vertical guidance
(LPV) approaches, which enable all weather
near-precision approaches without the need
for expensive ground equipment. This
signiﬁcantly increases the operator’s real
operational capability and safety, and today
there are over 200 EGNOS-enabled
approaches available in Europe.
Another advantage of EGNOS is its
interoperability with other satellite-based
augmentation systems (SBAS) – without the
need for diﬀerent avionic equipment. As a
result, most manufacturers in the general
and business aviation sectors are already
putting EGNOS-ready equipment on board
new models. At the same time, the
commercial manufacturers are taking notice,
with some original equipment
manufacturers (OEMs) such as Airbus
installing EGNOS equipment in their latest
models.
Member States’ air navigation service
providers (ANSPs) and civil aviation
authorities are also seeing an increase in
demand for EGNOS-enabled approaches. In
the UK, for example, the push is coming from
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operators. Business and general aviation
users see the advantages created by EGNOSenabled procedures, and the UK Civil
Aviation Authority (CAA) developed speciﬁc
guidelines to enable EGNOS-based operation
implementation to increase accessibility to
small airﬁelds and even non-instrumental
runways in bad weather conditions.
So, in summary, for both operators and
airports, EGNOS is a win-win: with little need
for on-board equipment and no need for a
ground infrastructure, EGNOS oﬀers all users
increased accessibility and safety.
Where are we on the path to having Full
Operational Capability (FOC) of a
Galileo-based GNSS network in Europe?
What are the next key milestones?
The Galileo programme continues to
move forward. A new governance scheme
was recently announced which delegates a
range of exploitation tasks for Galileo to the
GSA, including the provision and marketing
of aviation-related services.
On top of this, Galileo has been given a
stable seven-year perspective and a
substantial budget of €1.930 billion for
deployment and €3 billion for exploitation.
2014 saw the programme reach a range
of milestones. For example, the Galileo in
Orbit Phase was successfully concluded, the
ground infrastructure deployment ﬁnalised
for initial operations, and the new satellite
design qualiﬁed. Moreover, the deployment
plan for the Galileo constellation is secured,
with 26 satellites ordered (four in-orbit
validation or IOV and 22 FOC) and launcher
service contracts for the full constellation
signed. As to the new satellite design,
production proceeds at a good pace, with
FOC satellites being built by OHB Systems

and navigation payloads provided by Surrey
Satellite Technology Ltd.
Looking ahead to the coming year, the
next steps for the programme include a
gradual introduction of the early phase of
service delivery, which will rely heavily on
interaction with users.
How many airports in Europe have
signed up to delivering EGNOS-based
satellite landing procedures and how do
you expect the number to grow over the
next few years? What has been the
interest from countries outside Europe?
It seems we are adding airports to the list
every day. For instance, in November the
EGNOS Service Provider ESSP (European
Satellite Services Provider), in line with the
service expansion plans set out by the GSA,
signed new Working Agreements with Slovak
and Romanian Air Navigation Service
Providers, paving the way for the two
countries to begin introducing EGNOS-based
LPV approach procedures. These two
agreements marked the 23rd and 24th
EGNOS Working Agreements (EWAs) signed
with air navigation service providers in
Europe – with more to come.
The establishment of an EGNOS Working
Agreement lays operational and legal
foundations, formalising the working
procedures and required interfaces between
ESSP and the airport or other navigation
entity willing to use the EGNOS Safety-of-Life
Service as a navigation aid. The agreement is
the necessary step before the publication of
RNP approaches down to LPV minima.
The next step, of course, is the
implementation of the procedures at an
airport. Today, 174 LPV procedures are
already in use in more than 110 airports
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across Europe, providing a cost-eﬀective
alternative equivalent to conventional ILS
CAT I instrument landing procedures. In
addition, 86 RNP approaches down to Lateral
Navigation/Vertical Navigation (LNAV/VNAV)
minima can be ﬂown with EGNOS vertical
guidance in Germany and the Czech
Republic. I’m also happy to note that we
have more than 500 EGNOS-based LPV
procedures planned by 2018.
As to countries outside of Europe, we are
working closely with authorities from the
Euromed aviation community to develop
EGNOS-based LPV procedures within that
region.
What are the beneﬁts of implementing
EGNOS-based procedures at airports or
equipment in aircraft?
First and foremost, EGNOS increases
accessibility and safety. In addition, it must
be remembered that EGNOS is free of
charge. For no additional cost, the EGNOS
satellite signal allows aircraft to more
accurately determine position, reduce errors
in global positioning system (GPS) data, and
allow for almost precision-landing
approaches. The result is an improvement of
the decision height, from an average of 450ft
for GPS to 250ft minima using EGNOS.
EGNOS also has many economic beneﬁts
for the airports. It reduces the need for costly
maintenance of ground infrastructure. It also
reduces the occurrence of delays, diversions
and cancellations at airports with an SBAS
(satellite-based augmentation system)
approach procedure. These beneﬁts will be
further enhanced with the next version of
EGNOS, which will allow LPV200 and CAT1
operations as well as a substantial extension
in coverage area.

To put this in the frame of ﬁgures, an
independent cost-beneﬁt analysis
commissioned by the GSA indicated that the
beneﬁts for Europe’s aviation sector will total
€2.4 billion by 2030. Of these total savings,
about €1.2 billion is due to reduced ﬂight
delays, diversions and cancellations. Another
€900 million in savings is the result of the
reduction of Controlled Flight into Terrain
(CFIT) accidents, and €300 million due to the
phase-out of infrastructure navigational aids.

Carlo des Dorides is Executive
Director of the European Global
Navigation Satellite Systems
(GNSS) Agency (GSA) tasked with
achieving the highest return on
European investment in this fast
growing sector.

What are some of the challenges you see
on the horizon?
Today’s GNSS penetration in the global
aviation market is over 80% and GNSS is
expected to reach over 90% penetration by
2022 as an enabler of Performance Based
Navigation. The shipments of EGNOSenabled devices are expected to dominate
the entire market, including the regional,
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There are now over 200 EGNOS approaches operational at European airports, such as here at Friedrichshafen.

business and general aviation segments. The
penetration of SBAS-enabled units in
equipped aircraft is expected to increase
from some 20% in 2012 to 60% in 2020.
To support this growing market, we need
to ensure continued adoption throughout
the segment. To accomplish this, we must
take steps to facilitate EGNOS adoption
through enablers/tools/methodologies to
facilitate LPV implementation.
This includes increasing the availability of
cost-eﬃcient avionics solutions, supporting
operators in getting both equipped and
certiﬁed with EGNOS avionics and facilitating
crew training for such operations. We are also
looking at niche market segments where
EGNOS makes a safety diﬀerence, such as
rotorcraft.
Second is getting ready for LPV-200
capability, followed by exploring European
GNSS potential for other communication,
navigation and surveillance operations in all
ﬂight phases. It is also key to exploit
advanced operations using GNSS as an
enabler (e.g. 4D) as demonstrated in SESAR
and other research programmes. Lastly, we
must continue to get ready for multiconstellation/multi-frequency solutions.
A relevant initiative in this ﬁeld is the call
for proposals published by the GSA in 2014
to co-fund EGNOS operational
implementation in civil aviation, oﬀering 6
million € to airports, ANSPs and airspace
users. The call was oversubscribed and
received proposals requesting double the
amount of the available funding, showing
the strong interest of the European aviation
community in EGNOS-based operations. The
objective of the call was twofold: to support
projects that enable users to equip and use
their aircraft or rotorcraft ﬂeet with
GPS/SBAS-enabled avionics and to allow Air
Navigation Service Providers and
aerodromes/heliports to implement EGNOSbased operations in Europe.
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What is the signiﬁcance of the recent
cooperative agreement signed between
GSA and EUROCONTROL?
The aim of the agreement is to jointly
contribute to the implementation of
European Union GNSS policies as they apply
to the ﬁeld of aviation. Both EUROCONTROL
and the GSA have a shared objective of
developing and exploiting European GNSS
technology to improve accessibility,
eﬃciency and safety to European operators,
pilots and airports.
As we know, the full deployment of GNSS
oﬀers unprecedented opportunities to
further improve air traﬃc management
safety and capacity while reducing costs at a
pan-European level. EUROCONTROL’s
activities in this ﬁeld will complement those
of the GSA to ensure that the development
and implementation of satellite-based
navigation provides an optimal solution for
European airspace users.
What is being done to increase GNSScapable avionics on board airliners?
Where are we now in terms of the
number of aircraft which are suitably
equipped and how will this evolve in the
future?
On the commercial aviation side, our
main focus is on the regional sector. The GSA
regularly oﬀers support to regional airlines
and airports to implement EGNOS-based
operations. A relevant initiative in this ﬁeld is
the open call for proposals published by the
GSA to co-fund EGNOS operational
implementation in civil aviation.
How are you addressing the needs of
other airspace users – speciﬁcally
business aviation, general aviation and
rotorcraft?
Both business and general aviation are
key market segments for EGNOS. Business
aviation operators require getting to a
meeting as quickly and eﬃciently as possible,

often requiring landing at smaller airports
where ILS or other expensive navigation aids
are simply not feasible. Implementation of
EGNOS-based procedures at these airports
signiﬁcantly improves accessibility. Today,
most business aviation manufacturers
already forward ﬁt EGNOS capability into
their aircraft. To support this, last summer the
GSA and the European Business Aviation
Association (EBAA) signed a Memorandum of
Understanding to promote wider use of
EGNOS at regional airports in Europe.
In the General Aviation sector, a GSA
survey conﬁrmed that the vast majority of
the European GA IFR community (85%) is
either interested in installing and using SBAS
or, at the very least, have considered using it.
Approximately 48% of participants indicated
that their aircraft are already SBAS capable,
although this does not necessarily mean
they are allowed to perform LPV approach
procedures. The GSA is supporting the
development of cost-eﬃcient avionics
solutions, such as an Approved Model List
Supplemental Type Certiﬁcated (AML STC)
for GNS 430W/530W equipment – the most
commonly used avionics in EU GA ﬂeet – to
signiﬁcantly reduce the certiﬁcation costs to
enable LPV operations.
Another important sector is rotorcraft,
where EGNOS gives helicopter operators a
clear advantage by enhancing vertical
precision and integrity to improve safety,
accessibility and eﬃciency for operators,
pilots and helipads across Europe. EGNOS
leads to a substantial reduction in the
decision height, making helipads accessible
in poor weather conditions and thus
enhancing safety – of particular importance
to medical and emergency operations.
In particular, the GSA funded the
implementation of the ﬁrst helicopter (Point
in Space) PinS LPV procedure in Europe to
Insel Hospital in Bern in June 2014, which
can now be used by Swiss Air Ambulance
(REGA) in its daily operations.
EGNOS also contributes to increased
airport capacity by mixing ﬁxed-wing aircraft
and helicopters traﬃc in busy airports via
simultaneous, non-interfering approaches. In
fact, European manufacturers such as Airbus
Helicopters and Augusta Westland already
include SBAS solutions in their new models.
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The future of air traffic management relies
heavily on a dedication to progressive solutions. The need to move forward and adapt
to the constraints and demands felt by our
customers is key to enabling the continued
safe and efficient use of airspace for years
to come. With 25 years of experience in the
ATC domain COMSOFT are passionate about
forward-thinking surveillance and communication infrastructures that ease the efforts of
our customers, helping them to cope with the
increasing demands of their respective skies.
We recognise growing traffic numbers and the

economic obligations of our customers and
are motivated to provide the answers.
Our ideas know no bounds. We have a portfolio of successful projects showing we are at
the forefront of aviation solutions, adapting
our expertise to the needs of our users. From
market-leading message handling system
AIDA-NG, AIM solutions fully in line with
the ICAO roadmap AIS to AIM, to innovative
ADS-B and Multilateration surveillance and
integrated ATM automation solutions, we
ensure we remain dedicated to the future of
air traffic management.
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